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Christmas as Cefe6rated in My C!ii[dfwod

As told by Nils William Olsson
to his grandchildren and other listeners

Introduction
I have been asked to relate something about the celebration of Christmas of my childhood and I shall try
to depict how this holiday was celebrated in my village of Kille berg in
northern Skane at the beginning of
the 20th century. Bear in mind that
we resided in a rural area, where
there was no electricity, and where
we used kerosene lamps for lighting.
TV and radio were non-existent and
life as a whole was rather primitive,
without indoor plumbing. We had six
miles to the nearest pharmacy. Ifwe
needed a prescription filled we had
to send it to Almhult via the morning
train and fetch the medicine via the
afternoon southbound express.

Preparations
Preparations for Christmas began
early. The first thing was to pick out
a suitable Christmas tree. 1 Since we
lived near the forest, partly owned
by my uncle Anthon, we had his permission to choose our tree early.
About the middle of November we
purchased the Christmas delicacy
lutfisk, 2 which consisted of sundried cod, hard as a board. It had to
be softened to be edible and was
placed in a pan of water laced with
lye. Every evening my parents would
exchange the water, so as to keep the
wat er fresh . Later in November and
early December mother would make
preparations for Christmas food .
She baked many types of cookies
a nd the high point was when we

siblings were all given a slice of
dough to make our ownpepparkakor
and to name our creations. I have
forgotten what I made, but I still
remember what my sister Lillie
named her cookie vovvaxling. Mother also made a special rye bread for
the holidays.
Next came the preparation of
meatballs, pork and potato sausage,
the fresh Christmas ham, head
cheese made from a bought half pig's
head and a special veal concoction
called kalvsylta. Herring was bought
and made into all types of herring
delicacies, such as attikssill, kryddsill, etc.
A specialty of Swedish Christmas
was the publishing of special Christmas magazines , which came out
about the first of December. All
publishing companies , church
groups, and many non-profit organizations had their own version of the

One of the Christmas magazines.

Christmas publications,jultidningar,
aimed at children, youth, and adults,
usually filled with original Christmas stories, poems, cultural articles,
puzzles, and sometimes including art
reproductions which ultimately
ended up festooning the outhouse. At
the age of eleven I became the agent
for one of these publishers and made
the round of the village, taking orde rs, collecting money, and delivering the magazines in time for
Christmas. Needless to say I also
made a little pocket money.

Celebration
A modern Swed ish Christmas Coffee
table.

As the days of December sped by and
we came closer to the holiday, we
children began a countdown, usually
five days before Christmas Eve. I
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should mention that at noon on
Christmas Eve the holiday was
ushered in by all of us gathering in
the kitchen, beginning the ceremony
by singing "Frojdas vart sinne, julen
iir inne," [All rejoice, Christmas is
here].
Then we all took a slice ofrye bread
and dipped it into a pot ofboiling ham
stock made from cooking the Christmas ham. As we consumed the bread
we wished each other Merry Christmas. Because of this annual ritual,
Christmas Eve became known as
dopparedan [dipping day] . Thus we
counted the days before dopparedan
by reciting as we arose "Today is the
fifth day before dipping day," [dan
fore dan fore dopparedan] counting
down each day until we awoke on the
morning of the magic day Christmas
Eve.
After having "dipped in the pot"
[dopp i grytan] at noon, we children
became impatient with how slowly
the time passed before the evening's
event. In desperation mother went

up into the attic and brought down
the Christmas magazines of the
previous year which she wisely had
saved. This maneuver silenced us
and restored a certain sense of tranquillity.

Julaftons middag
At six o'clock we gathered for the
Christmas Eve dinner, when the
goodies mother had prepared over a
period of weeks made their appearance, beginning with the smorgasbord, continuing with lutfisk served
with boiled potatoes and melted butter. Then came the climax: rice
porridge [risgrynsgrot], served with
half-and-half cream, sugar, and
cinnamon. Mother had hidden a
blanched almond 3 in the porridge
and there was great merriment when
we discovered who was the lucky
finder. Finally came the last of the
feasting: klenor or kleniitter4 served
with strawberry jam. These cakes
were made of the same dough as

doughnuts and fried in hot grease.
Then came the main event of the
day, the gathering around the Christmas tre e, which was lit by live
candles [we did not worry about the
tree catching fire since it was freshly
cut and impervious to flames]. Since
father was in he U.S. over two
Christmases, attempting to save
money for our passage to the United
States, it was up to mother to read
the Christmas story from St. Luke. I
have to admit that my attention
flitted from mother 's reading the
Gospel to the pile of packages
beckoning under the tree. The reading finally over, we opened the
presents. We noted that there were
two types - soft and hard - the former consisted usually of mittens,
sweaters, socks, underwear, and
while appreciated, they were put
aside in favor of the hard packages,
which contained such exciting things
as books, Christmas magazines, and
toys.

A kitchen in the Osterlen area of Skane, late 1800s. Painted by Frans Lindberg. From "Julen {arr i tiden" by Ebbe S chon, 1993.
The round white barrel to the right of the fireplace is the washtub.
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Notes:

A very special
Christmas
The Christmas of 1921 is most vividly etched in my memory. Most of December had passed and we had not
heard from father, who usually was
a good correspondent. Noting mother's sad face from worrying, after the
distribution of the presents, I volunteered to run down to the post office
in the railroad station to check the
mailbox. Mother objected, saying it
was ofno use, we had already picked
up the day's mail. I insisted and
donning my brand new pullover
sweater I ran down the railroad
track, breathing a prayer "Good God,
let there be a letter from father." I
opened box Number 76 and lo the
prayer was answered. There lay a
letter from father with the wellknown U.S. stamps. I literally flew
home and we all rejoiced that that
Christmas Eve had ended on a very
joyous note.

1) The earliest note of a Christmas tree

in Sweden comes from the noble
family of Wrede-Sparre at Stora
Lundy in Sodermanland in 1741. See
Nils Arvid Bringeus, Arets festdagar
(1999), p. 132.
2) According to a 1968 survey, only 49%
of the participants in the survey had
lutfisk on their table. See Bringeus,
op.cit. p. 136.
3) The person who found the almond was
going to get married during the next
year. See Bringeus, op.cit. p. 137.
4) A recipe for "kleniitter":
3 tablespoons butter
5 egg yolks
4 tablespoons granulated sugar
grated rind from half a lemon
2-3 cups ordinary wheat flour
Melt the butter and let it cool. Mix egg
yolks and sugar, and then mix in the
other ingredients until it makes a firm
cookie dough. Let it sit in the fridge
overnight.

Next day roll the dough out thinly. Then
cut it into slanting rectangles 10 centimeters long and three centimeters
wide. Make a slit in the middle of each
piece, along the middle, and then turn
the end of the cookie through the slit.
It should look like the picture.
Then deep-fry a few cookies at a time
until golden.

A "kleniit."

Valkommen hem!
Welcome home to your Swedish roots!
A road-map will make your travels in Sweden a lot easier.
A family-map of your roots will add other kinds of values to your travel.
Maybe your long-lost relatives are waiting for you where it all started?
Or perhaps you are just curious about where and what kind of life your old folks lived in that little country
far up north, on the arctic circle.
The House of Genealogy, non-profit but professional, can help you discover your Swedish roots.
Our experienced researchers have access to church records from all over Sweden. We have all the necessary
databases. We have a nationwide network that makes the search more effective.
Within 2 weeks from your first request you will have a first answer from us. If you wish to continue
working with us, you will have an answer as complete as possible within 2 months.
Our research fee is 25 USD per hour + expenses.
Read more about us at www.genhouse.sweden.com Contact us for further information.

The House of Genealo~~
Insjovagen 52 793 33 Leksand Sweden .
Phone +46 247 122 80
e-mail: leksand@genhouse-sweden.com '
Swedish American Genealogist 2005:4
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')our fink__ to your history!
I

RIKSAR KIVET

The National Archives of Sweden

Swedish Church !Rgcorcfs 1860 - 1905
The Swedish church records for the counties of Kalmar, Kronoberg, 6sterg6tland, and J6nk6ping are now online on our web site.
We are in the process of scanning the records for the counties of Uppsala, Soderman/and, 6rebro, Vastmanland, and Dalarna. The database
is updated with more than 10,000 and up to 15,000 digitized documents.

Swedish Censuses
You can search in the whole Swedish poulation in the 1890 and 1900
Censuses. A great part of the 1880 census is ready, and we are working on completing it.
In these databases you will find information on family status, occupations, places of birth, other members of the household with different
names, and much more. In the 1900 census most posts are linked to
images of the original pages.
You may add your own information for other researchers to see , or find information others have added.

Released prisoners
At www.svar.ra.se there is a database of released prisoners (fa.ngforteckningar)
during the period 1876-1925. The information on each prisoner contains information on his name, place of birth , current sentence, previous convictions, personal description (hair and eye color, etc.), and a photograph. See example to
the right.
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The Swedish Tax records (Manta/) 1642-1820
The Tax records are now online at www.svar.ra.se They list all able-bodied
people from age 15 to age 62, household by household.

Other databases
At www.svar.ra.se there are many other databases of interest to genealogists.
We have databases with seamen (sjomanshus) and much , much more. The
number of databases are constantly growing.

How do I get access to all these resources?
By contacting SVAR and getting a subscription. You can subscribe for just a single visit or anything up to a
whole year.

Contact us at kundtjanst@svar.ra.se
SVAR, Box 160, S-880 40 Ramsele, Sweden.
Phone+ 46-623-725 00. Fax+ 46-623-726 05.
4
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The Jacob Fahlstrom Challenge
"The First Swede in Minnesota" had an
exciting past in another country!
BY ELINOR BARR

So much mythology has grown up
around Jacob Fahlstrom that we
have lost sight of him as a real person. He is well-known as the first
Swede in Minnesota. Not so well
publicized are the seven years he
lived and worked in the area that
became Canada. In fact he holds two
Canadian records, one as the first
Swede in Manitoba, and the other as
the first Swede to enter the country
through Hudson Bay. This essay
attempts to look beyond hearsay, and
to consider documents that shed light
on his life in Canada and the turbulent times he experienced at firsthand.
Considering his importance to
both Minnesota and Manitoba, it is
surprising that nothing is known
about his early life in Sweden. We do
not even know his birth place or date .
of birth. Hopefully two new developments will help solve this riddle increasing online accessibility to
Sweden's church records, and the
discovery in Canada of previously
unexplored documents. One of these
documents gives the date four days
prior to sailing for Hudson Bay, and
the other gives his age at the time of
embarkation, so that we have, at long
last, an approximation of his birth
date based on contemporary documents.

"A List of Servants on the ...
Eddystone for Hudson Bay ... 22 July
1811" includes Jacob Fahlstrom as
number 27.
Credit: Hudson's Bay Company
Archives, Archives of Manitoba, C.1 I
294 (end).
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"P_assengers on the Eddystone voyage to Hudson Bay, 1811." Line 23, shows Jacob Fahlstrom's age as 17½ and the conditions of
h is contract with the Hudson's Bay Company.
Credit: Hudson's Bay Company Archives, Archives of Manitoba, C.1 / 294 fo. ld.

6
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Map showing York Factory, Nelson River, Lake Winnipeg, lands granted to Lord Selkirk, Fort William, Sault Ste. Marie. The Red
River settlement was located near the junction of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers.
Drawn by C. C.F. Bond, published in Lord Selkirk of Red River, by John Morgan Gray (Toronto: Macmillan 1963), pages xii-xiii.

"Jacob Falstrom, Boy" is included
in a list of twenty-seven men who
sailed on the Hudson's Bay Company's ship Eddystone in 1811. The
designation "Boy" indicates that he
served as cabin boy for the voyage.
His age - 1 7½ - and the details of
his five-year contract with the Hudson's Bay Company are included in
the second document which is a list
of twenty-nine passengers - six from
London, twenty-two from Scotland's
Orkney Islands, and "Jacob Falstram" from Sweden. The names on
both documents are the same except
for two writers from London. The
Eddystone left Stornaway, Scotland,
on 26 July 1811, and anchored near
York Factory on 25 September, after
a journey of 61 days.

Travelling on the same ship was
Miles Macdonell, newly appointed
governor of Assiniboia, a huge block
ofland granted by the Hudson's Bay
Company to Lord Selkirk. 1 Assiniboia included the proposed agricultural settlement at Red River,
near the present site of Winnipeg.
Unfortunately the Eddystone arrived
too late in the season to attempt the
long journey to Red River, and York
Factory, the principle depot from
which furs were shipped to England,
could not accommodate so many
unexpected guests. The men had to
spend the winter in log huts several
miles up the Nelson River. 2
The twenty-two men from the
Orkney Islands had been hired as an
advance party to prepare the pro-

perty at Red River to receive settlers.
Macdonell and his party set out for
Red River on 6 July 1812, poling or
sailing along the waterways and
portaging around rapids and waterfalls. It took them thirty-seven days
to cover the 417 miles (671 km) from
York Factory to the north end of Lake
Winnipeg. From here they sailed 265
miles (427 km) across Lake Winnipeg
to Red River, a total of 682 miles
(1,098 km). 3 This is the same route
that the Red River settlers would
follow.

Jacob's contract
Jacob Fahlstrom's contract bound
him for five years as a laborer,
earning £12 a year to start, £15 the
third year, then £20 annually for the
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final two years, ending in July 1816.
He is named, and sometimes called
"Swede Boy," in );ork Factory's daily
journal for a period of 1½ years, from
8 February 1813 to 9 July 1814,
performing tasks in support of the
fur trade. During this time Red River settlers were arriving at York
Factory and setting out for Red River, workmen were upgrading the
route as far as Lake Winnipeg, and
a schooner was being prepared to
provide transportation across that
lake. 4

Jacob in Canada
Jacob Fahlstrom lived in what is now
Canada for seven years, first under
contract with the Hudson's Bay Company, then signing on with its rival,
the North West Company. During the
first five years, the two fur trade
giants had squared off over the issue
of the Red River colony, which lay
along the latter's trade route to the
west. The controversy culminated on
7 June 1816 with the bloody Incident
at Seven Oaks, which left 21 people
dead, most of them connected with
the Red River colony. 5 Whether Jacob Fahlstrom took part in any of
these conflicts is not known, but he
certainly would have heard about
them. When his contract expired in
July he hired on with the North West
Company, whose headquarters were
in Montreal.
He promptly travelled the 450mile fur trade route eastward to the
company's main depot at Fort William, on Lake Superior, arriving 10
August 1816. Was he still there three
days later when Lord Selkirk, Miles
Macdonell, and a group of mercenaries captured the post and occupied it for the winter, in retaliation
for the Incident at Seven Oaks? If so,
did they recognize him? Was he
imprisoned? All we know is that the
seizure left the North West Company
in such a sad state of disarray that it
was absorbed by the Hudson's Bay
Company in 1821.
"Jacob Falstroff(a Swede)" left the
company's service in 1817 at St.
Mary's post, the site of Sault Ste.
Marie, Ontario, 6 and crossed into
what became the United States

8

where he started working for the
American Fur Company, married,
and later became Minnesota's first
convert to Methodism.

Who was Jacob?
The Methodist minister Alfred Brunson wrote about a personal interview
with Jacob Fahlstrom, published in
the 16 September 1837 issue of
Christian Advocate and Journal.
This, the only available contemporary record, poses more questions
than it answers:
At nine years of age he was shipwrecked on the coast of England and
fell into the hands of an officer of the
Hudson's Bay Company, who took
him to that Bay.
While there, a friend gave him a
Swedish Bible, Testament, and hymn
book, he having learned to read before
he left home, his parents being pious.
The "officer of the Hudson's Bay
Company" could not have been Mr.
Miles Macdonell, because he lived in
Canada, not England. Could it have
been Lord Selkirk himself who
befriended Jacob Fahlstrom c1804,
several years before he became involved with the Hudson's Bay Company? Hardly likely, since he lived in
Scotland. If Jacob had lived in England for eight years and therefore
spoke fluent English, then why did
the person in charge ofYork Factory
call him "Swede Boy" in his daily
journal? Is it possible that the shipwreck happened much later, in the
Outer Hebrides, and in that way Jacob became acquainted with Mr.
Robertson, the hiring agent at Stornaway?
Jacob Fahlstrom is beginning to
take shape as a real person, a young
man whose life's journey was
changed dramatically by the vagaries of chance. First, his arrival in a
strange country as a youth, not
knowing the language and probably
alone and penniless. Then his journey to Hudson Bay and seven-year
apprenticeship in the Canadian fur
trade during the most volatile period
in its history. Clearly, Jacob Fahlstrom was a survivor.
Finding genealogical information
offers a real challenge to anybody

with the time and expertise to take
on the task. The date of his birth has
been narrowed down to a single
month - February 1794. His birthplace is likely on or near a harbor,
because the only way to get to
Stornaway is by boat. All available
documents show Sweden as his country of birth, and his name as Jacob
Fahlstrom, with variations in the
spelling of his surname. Of course,
the possibility of a patrilineal surname cannot be ruled out.
Is anybody out there willing to
take on the Jacob Fahlstrom challenge and find his birth record?

Notes
1) Lord Selkirk's land grant covered

780,000 square miles (300,000 sq.km)
and included parts of what is now
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota.
2) Library and Archives Canada, Dictionary of Canadian Biography Online, "MACDONELL, MILES" by Herbert J . Mays .
3) Exact distances from Surveys Branch,
Manitoba Department of Natural
Resources, via Ted Simonson, Winnipeg.
4) John A. Alwin, "Colony and Company
Sharing the York Mainline," The
Beaver, Outfit 310, Summer 1979, 411.
5) A concise account of the controversy
can be found at http://
www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com
under "Red River Colony."
6) Hudson's Bay Company Archives,
Archives of Manitoba, F. 4/32 , North
West Company Ledgers 1811-1821.
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Elinor Berglund Barr, historical
researcher and writer for the
Swedes in Canada project,
www.swedesincanada.ca,
lives at 104 Ray Blvd., Thunder
Bay, Ontario, P7B 4C4, e-mail:
<pebarr@tbaytel.net>
Sincere thanks to Ted Simonson for carrying out research at
the Hudson's Bay Company Archives, Winnipeg.

J{untingfor .9lmerican 2{datives
Here we see the hunt for relatives from
the other side of the Atlantic
BY ANITA CARLSSON

Together my husband Arne and I
have been hunting for his American
relatives ever since we got the probate from the Daga hiiradsriitt for his
paternal grandmother (farmor) Anna
Albertina Gustafsson, a widow, born
5 Feb. 1859, who died 24 Oct. 1935
at the Gryt Alderdomshem (retirement home) in Sodermanland.
She left the following heirs, all of
age:
1. son Oskar Karlsson, living on Gotland
2. son Gustaf Karlsson, living at
Hyltinge, Sodermanland
3. son Axel Karlsson, living in
Minneapolis, U.S.A.
4. daughter Matilda Karlsson, living
in Minneapolis
5. daughter Klara Karlsson, living in
Sunne, Varmland
6. son Gottfrid Karlsson, living at the
Gryt Alderdomshem, Sodermanland.
Then comes the total inventory of her
estate. Gottfrid and Klara were
twins. Oddly enough my husband's
father, Erik Georg Carlsson, was not
mentioned on this list. It is quite
possible that he was already at sea,
but there was still an omission; there
were already two siblings living in
the U.S .
I followed the daughter Anna
Mathilda in the clerical surveys
(husforhorsliingderna) and found
that she had moved to Sodertalje,
and then emigrated from there to the
U .S. She left in April 1906.

On a visit to the Kinship Center
[Emigrantregistret] in Karlstad, we
found her in the Emigrant Index:

Surname: Carlsson
First name: Mathilda
Age: 16
Removal date: 1906 04 18
Parish of removal: Sodertalje
Destination: New York
Ticket number: 80:425:1342
County: B
Most of this information tallied
with what I had before, but some
things were new. I got to know what
port she was going to and what her
ticket number was. Most immigrants
coming into the U.S. had to go by
Ellis Island, where everyone had to
pass through a number of control
stations to be allowed to enter the
U .S.
In 1994 I wrote to the House of
Emigrants [Svenska Emigrantinstitutet] in Vaxjo and asked about
her. There they checked a computer
listing of all members of the Swedish
congregation in New York, and also
looked for her on the CD of the Social Security Death Index (SSDI), but
did not find anything about her.
Later on we went to Goteborg and
visited the provincial archives there,
where we could search the original
passenger lists, where we found
Mathilda Carlsson on one of the lists.
it says "List of emigrants, who will
be sent by the undersigned on the
railroad 18 April 1906 from here to
Copenhagen." There are different

columns: Contract Number, Profession of the Emigrant, Name of the
Emigrant, Domicile by county and
parish, Age, Sex, Total number of
persons leaving together, and Destination.
Under the Contract Number 1342
we found Mathilda Carlsson from
Sodertalje, age 16, with a destination
of New York. She took the train to
Copenhagen and went from there.

Another quest
Some time later my sister-in-law
visited, and as she is somewhat
interested in my finds, I showed her
my genealogy files .
She looked at the names of the
siblings and said "Axel Wilhelm. I
have never heard of him!" And that
started my interest in him. I just had
to follow him from one parish to another in the southern Sodermanland
area. In those days I had to write to
the parish offices for information;
now the records are in Uppsala.
The Trosa-Vagnharad parish told
me that he had been registered in the
Nykoping Seamen's Registry (sjomanshus) on 24 April 1919 as #850.
He is listed in the Book of Missing
People (obefintlighetsboken) during
the period of 1923-1935. From 19351939 there is a note "said to be dead."
In 17 July 1942 he is crossed out from
the Nykoping Seamen's Registry, and
from 1960 he is no longer listed in
the Obefintlighetsboken.
A year later I went to the provincial archives in Uppsala and looked
for Axel Wilhelm. The records of the
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Nykoping Seamen's Registry are
kept there and I ordered a book called
"Index of Sailors" [Dld:3], and found
·
the following:
Axel Wilhelm had mustered on the
vessel Macedonia on 25 June 1919,
and left it on 19 August 1919 in 0viken [which can be short for the
town of Ornskoldsvik] . Macedonia
was a steamship sailing European
waters.
On 25 September 1919 he mustered on the vessel Ludvig Peyron,
and left it 9 December 1919 in Dunkerque (probably France).

Evidently he worked his way to
the U.S. and kept in contact with his
sister Mathilda.

What next?
I asked Elisabeth Thorsell for advice
and she gave me the e-mail address
of Phyllis J. Pladsen, who then was
the president of the Swedish Genealogical Society of Minnesota, as my
"lost ones" were in Minneapolis by
1936. We wrote to her with the information we had and she searched for
Anna Mathilda and Axel Wilhelm in

the 1936 phone book for Minneapolis,
but found nothing. She also searched
the 1920 Census in vain; the 1930
was not yet available.
We do have a wedding picture from
the 1910s , which might be from
Mathilda's wedding. My husband
remembers that his mother kept
writing to Mathilda, but all the letters were lost when his mother died.
In 2001 the Ellis Island database
opened to the public, and proved so
popular that the computers crashed.
But on Midsummer Eve that year
Arne and I were finally lucky and
found his aunt, Anna Mathilda Carlsson, age 16. She was travelling to her
uncle Clas Gustafson, Route 4, Box
69, Buffalo, Minnesota, and he had
also paid for her ticket. She had $13
in her pocket, was able to read and
write, and had never been in prison.
We felt that we found out quite a bit
about her.
We found out that Buffalo was in
Wright County, Minnesota. The next
time we went to Stockholm, we
bought maps of the U.S. , of Minnesota, and a city map of Minneapolis.
When we found out that Mathilda
was going to her uncle, Clas Gustafson, we had to find out about him.
He was born Claes August Gustafsson 24Aug. 1861 in Helgesta parish,
Sodermanland, and he emigrated
from Lunda parish, also in Sodermanland, on 25 June 1887, and left
the port of Goteborg on 1 July 1887
with a ticket for St. Paul, Minnesota.

Misleading information

Paul and Anna Mathilda Larson's wedding picture 1912. Photo by Peoples Studio,
1501 So. Wash. Ave., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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Around 1997 we asked the wife of one
of my husband's uncles, if she knew
the married name of Mathilda?
There is a big problem with women
in the U.S. : when they marry they
lose their maiden name and it is
impossible to guess their married
name. She told us that she thought
Mathilda had married a Jonsson, a
story which later turned out to be
wrong.
As a member of the regional society, Kronobergs Genealogiska Forening, I get their newsletter in which
they once published a list of members
living in the U.S. who might help
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Swedes with some research there.
We contacted a person named Lois
Anderson, and she told me that she
had her roots in the parish of Algutsboda, so I could help her with information from there, as that is one of
"my" parishes. We told her about the
information we had on my husband's
aunt and her uncle. Lois promised to
get in touch with the local Lutheran
church in Buffalo, and see if they had
any information.

Uncle Clas is found!
After a while she reported back that
Clas and his family had been members of the church! He had been
married and had two sons. This was
a sensation for us, to be able to find
the right people in this vast country!
They lived in a small town called
Marysville outside Buffalo. Finally
something we could start searching
for, with the intention of finding
something about Mathilda.
The name of the uncle was Clas/
Claes August Gustafsson, but in the
U .S. it was Gustafson, with just one
s, as is the American custom. His
wife was Carin (Karin) and the sons
were Alfred Albin, born in 1893, and
Algot Emil, born in 1894. We have
also seen Clas being named Chas
(Charles), so you have to look for
variations.
We wrote to various addresses in
Marysville and Buffalo, without any
result.
In April of 2004 we went with a
group ofresearchers from Eskilstuna
to the House of Emigrants in Vaxjo,
and decided to look for the 1900 census of Marysville . We found both
Marysville City and Marysville Village, and it did not take us long to
find Claes August Gustavson and his
family. Here we found the birthdates
(month and year) of the sons, how
long Clas and Carin had been married, and that Claes was a farmer.
They also had a daughter, named
Sally Mathilda, born in May 1896.
Next we searched the 1910 census
and found the family there also.
When we had returned home we
started writing to the Minnesota
Health Department to try to get the
complete marriage date for the

parents and the full birthdates for
the children. You will have to pay a
small sum for the search and then
some for the postage of the answer,
a "non-certificate" one . After two
weeks we got the answer that they
did not have the information we
wanted, but that we should contact
Wright County.
So we went through the same
procedure again, but were lucky this
time. In two weeks time we got
certificates with the dates we asked
for, except for Karin Pettersson, the
wife of Claes, who we only knew was
born in Sweden, but not when.

No luck with Mathilda
During the summer we visited the
House of Emigrants again, and spent
a whole day searching the census for
Ramsey County, where we hoped to
find Anna Mathilda , but found
nothing.
The next day another researcher
asked us what we were doing, so we
told him, and then he told us to get
hold of the SAKA [Svenska Amerikanska Kyrko Arkiven] index, which
we did not know about. It is an index
to the records of the Swedish American churches that have been microfilmed and are available for research
in Vaxjo, Karlstad, and Rock Island,
Illinois. Soon we found the microfilm
we needed to find Anna Mathilda and
Claes and his family.

Marriage!
After some reading of the microfilms
I found the marriage notice for Anna
Mathilda and who she married. She
married Paul Larson in 1912 when
she was 22 years old. This marriage
took place in Sherburne County, Minnesota, not in Ramsey County with
Saint Paul, or Wright County as we
had guessed. Her married name was
Larson, not Jonsson as Arne's uncle's
wife thought. Paul Larson was born
in Iowa 31 December 1888, so one of
the next steps was to write to Iowa
for his birth.
Then I looked for Claes and his
family and found baptismal dates for
the children.
The researcher who helped us had

his own database in his computer
and found Karin Pettersson and her
parents and two brothers born in
Sweden and two brothers born in the
U .S. This is how we found that she
came from Venjan parish in Dalarna.
I have found the oldest son, Alfred
Albin, of Claes and Karin in the Social Security Death Index (SSDI),
and he died in August 1974 in Frederic, Polk County, Wisconsin.
In the SSDI I have also found Paul
Larson, who died in September 1968
in Hennepin County, Minnesota, the
county where Minneapolis is located.
I have also found the same information on the Minnesota Historical Society [http://www.mnhs.org/
index.html website.
In October 2004 I wrote to Sherburne County to get Anna Mathilda's
marriage date verified. Earlier I had
the date 3 March 1912 from the
Swedish American church records,
but on the copy of the marriage certificate I could see that the date was
really 6 April 1912. Paul was from
Hennepin County, but for Anna
Mathilda only Minnesota was recorded, and the marriage took place
at Big Lake, Elk River, in Sherburne
County.
In October 2004 I also wrote to
Iowa to get the birth information for
Paul Larson, but my letter was returned with the note that I was not
entitled to that information, as I was
not related to the person in question.
But I printed out an English version of the family file from my genealogy program, and wrote a new
letter that my husband signed, and
also included a copy of the marriage
certificate that we had just received.
This worked; after three weeks I
received the information that Paul's
full name was Paul Martin Jonathan,
born 31 December 1888 in Des
Moines, Polk County, Iowa, son of
Andrew Fredrick Larson and his wife
Bertha Anderson.
Perseverance pays off1
Anita Carlsson lives in Eskilstuna, Sweden, and her e-mail is
<info@caritakonsult.se>
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News from the Swenson Center
Church Anniversary Booklets and Church Histories
Are you wondering what to do with
old anniversary booklets from historically Swedish-American congregations? The Swenson Center's
library collection now holds more
than five hundred anniversary
booklets from Lutheran, Covenant,
Methodist , and Baptist congregations. The booklets document the
history of the congregations, provide
clues in genealogy searches, and
often contain great photographs. You may find them useful in
your research and can request them
through interlibrary loan through
your local library. Search our online

library catalog called ALiCat at
www.augustana.edu/library for
congregations that interest you. We
lend them with the restriction of inlibrary use, which means that you
can not check them out and take
them home, but you can use them at
your library and even make photocopies or scan the pages you need.
We will gladly accept your anniversary booklets as donations and
add them to the collection. Important
to remember before sending any library donation - please contact Anne
Jenner at
<swjenner@augustana.edu>

DEL 2 -0 • c

or by writing or calling the Swenson
Center with any titles you may have
and she will check to see if it is one
that we need. We cannot accept duplicates of titles that we already have or any publication in poor
condition (smells musty, mildew and/
or mold infested, has missing and/or
torn pages). For more information
about how to make a donation of
material, please go to our library web
page www.augustana.edu/
swenson/library.html and follow
the donation link.
Anne J enner
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dune 25, 1966

NA.GRAAF VA. RA NUVARANDE MEDLEMMAR, HVILKA VORO MED
NAR KYRKAN INVIGDES.
Mrs. Sven E. Hanson.
Mrs J. W. Carlson.
Mrs John Olson.

Mrs Lina Magnuson.
J. Jeppson.
Christian Nilson.
Mrs Andrew Malm.

Assarina Nil son.
Sven E. Hanson.
Mrs Hans Olson.

FORSAMLINGENl
J. A. Johnson.
J. W. Carlson.
John Olson.

From Mi nnes-Album, utgifuet m ed anledning af S venska L utherska Gethsemaneforsamlingens i Worceste r; M ass., TjugofemA rsfest den 26-30 S ep tember 1906.
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No Memories are Dearer Than Those I have from
Vespers.
BY CONRAD BERGENDOFF

(1895-1997),

P RESIDENT OF AUGUSTANA COLLEGE

(Previously printed in Hagkomster och liusintryck till minnet au Nathan Soderblom (1934))

TRANSLATED BY JOHN

E.

NORTON

Is anything more difficult than
giving a picture of a personality in
words alone? But despite the impossibility of describing what it is
that separates a personality from the
masses, one knows immediately
when one stands before such a person - one who, lifted above others,
retains the uniqueness of his being.
And when one has stood together
with such a soul, one often returns
to the land of memories, where the
light of that shining visage still lives.
It was at the new sanctuary of
Salem Church in Chicago that I first
became personally acquainted with
Archbishop Na than Soderblom. He
had been invited to plant a tree next
to the church, and gladly accepted
the invitation. Later he said to me:
"I have inaugurated churches, but
this is the first time I've planted a
tree." After his return home to
Sweden, he took time to write a
letter, including these words:
"At the planting of that tree on
that chilly evening, I had an experience of the inner warmth of a first
love between you and your congregation. It was one of those moments which showed me something
of the best in America - Sweden's
soul. I noted that the power of the
old pilgrim fathers' simple faith still
lives in children and grandchildren.
Please express my thanks to the
members of your congregation, and
thanks for the hearty time."
My next meeting was in the
Archbishop's residence in Uppsala.
Through the auspices of the Archbishop, I was able to continue my
studies at Uppsala, and the univer-
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sities of Lund and Berlin. Many
treasured memories pour out when
I think back to his study, dining
room, and reception rooms, where
the light of intellect and the warmth
of friendship one experienced in the
presence of the Archbishop and his
wife put a glow into their home. "Sit
at this table," Mrs . Soderblom said
one day at lunch, "visitors will soon
come from all corners of the world."
Like a magnet, the Archbishop attracted the spiritu al leaders of the
world to Uppsala. A few days later, I
was together with a group being
shown through the Cathedral by the
Archbishop. The others were Canon
Woods from England, Prof. Romadha
from Prague, and President Hibben
from Princeton University in America. They came from the ends of the
world to Uppsala to see and h ear the
Archbishop.
But no memories are dearer to me
than those I have from vespers, as
the day ended, when we assembled
around the organ, where the Archbishop himself presided. Hymns,
Bible reading, prayer - everything so
simple and yet so gripping. In a
nearby room were the thousands of
books he knew so well. Here in the
bosom of his family, with one or another guest present, it was not education one admired, but the genuine
child-like faith which made an
indelible impression.
I experienced his remarkably easy
way of associating with every kind
of person, even the less fortunate ,
when I followed him as notary on a
visitation trip to a parish in the Uppsala diocese . In the language of a

child he spoke with eight- and nineyear-olds in the elementary school,
spoke with them about their forefathers' names and faith. In the
Church, filled to capacity for the service, he walked up and down the
aisles, talking with the old, with the
teacher, or the newly-confirmed. As
the eye turns towards a shaft oflight,
the congregation followed his path.
Nothing was w.ithout interest for
him. In the village they had talked
about an old woman who cured illness by laying her hands on clothing
brought from the sick. "Be sure to
note that," he said to his notary.
But this church leader was at
home not just in the rural church. I
followed him as secretary when the
Archbishop went to Bern, where the
Ecumenical Continuation Com mittee - or Ecumenical Council as it
is now called - was meeting. He was
its chairman. The committee included members from France, Germany, Sweden, Denmark, America,
Switzerland, and other countries. In
discussions and as chairman he
spoke equally comfortably with
everyone in the various languages
used - German, French, English,
Swedish. Among the learned, the
highest figures in Christianity, he
walked with sure, purposeful steps .
Wherever he was there was energy
and Gemiitlichkeit.
I think of him most often as he
prayed on his knees before the alter
of Uppsala Cathedral for the unity
of the Church and peace between
nations. There he expressed the
deepest longings of his heart. If
nothing else, he spoke so often and
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at so many times about the church's
common witness before the world.
This witness was not just for individuals, but for all peoples and nations. The world should understand
the unity which already existed in a
divided Christianity. For me and
many others, there's something great
in that thought, that there, in the far
north, a burning soul lay before the
alter ofUppsala Cathedral, praying
that the Church, the Church in the
world - might become one, as Christ
himself is one.

Did he set his goals too high? Lesser souls could not follow him. They
saw only the risk, only the dangerous
obstacles lying in the way. He saw
something else. He saw the goal, and
it drew him onward. On the mountain top he found few. But that was
where the road led. There he went.
The English poet Browning's
words in "The Grammarian's Funeral" were written for one like Nathan
Soderblom:

Here - here's the place, where meteors
shoot, clouds form,
Lightnings are loosened,
Stars come and go! Let joy break with
the storm,
Peace let the dew send!
Lofty designs must close in like
effects;
Loftily lying.
Leave him - still loftier than the·
world suspects,
Living and dying.

On Both Sides of the Atlantic
BY

G.

A. BRANDELLE

(1861-1936).

PRESIDENT OF

THE AUGUSTANA SYNOD

(Previously printed in Hagkomster och livsintryck till minnet av Nathan Soderblom (1934))
TRANSLATED BY JOHN

E.

NORTON

Among Swedes in America and their
descendants there has always been
a significant number who, because of
their direct or indirect relationship
with Sweden, have followed, with
more or less lively interest, developments in their old homeland. It was
thus with some surprise that they
found about 20 years ago, that a
relatively young professor from Uppsala University had been named
Archbishop of Sweden; more so
because the other candidates were
well-known and powerful men,
known both for their education,
practical abilities, and fear of God.
Among the so-called right-thinkers
in both America and Sweden, there
were not a few who had their doubts
about the orthodoxy of the chosen
one.
It did not take long before the new
archbishop began both to speak and
act in his new capacity. Then it soon
became clear to the doubtful and
questioning where the Archbishop
stood in relation to the fundamental

truths of salvation. There was an
immediate shift of opinion among
many, and soon he won everyone's
confidence and fast friendship. It was
soon understood, both at home and
abroad, that a new day had dawned
for the Church of Sweden.
He took up his duties in times of
utmost gravity. The great World War
had broken out only a few days
earlier. No one had any idea how
many lands would be pulled in, what
frightful results might befall them,
and when it would cease. The young
archbishop threw himself into the
confusion, firmly determined that
whatever happened to him, he would
seek mightily to bring an early end
to the fighting, and above all, retain
the neutrality of the Scandinavian
countries. He contacted leading
churchmen everywhere in Europe
with the goal of uniting them in an
attempt to quickly bring war hysteria to an end. National forces were
however too strong to accomplish any
such end. But the Archbishop became

known quickly throughout all Europe, and was shown respect everywhere.
A new day dawned at the same
time for the Augustana Synod,
concerning the Church of Sweden's
appreciation for, and evaluation of,
the synod. In a surprising way, the
archbishop approached the Augustana Synod and let them understand
that he saw it as a true limb of the
greater Lutheran church body. He
also invited the Synod to be represented at his inauguration. The
invitation was accepted with joy and
thanksgiving, and a representative
was sent.
I will never forget the good will he
showed me when I, in January of
1922, visited Germany on behalf of
our heathen mission, and returned
home through Sweden. My visit in
Sweden lasted only two weeks, but
the Archbishop saw to it that they
were well filled with sermons, lectures, and meetings of various kinds.
I was naturally well aware that this
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attention was not because of my
insignificant person, but because I
represented part of the Lutheran
Church. Disc{issions were almost
completely limited to religious
conditions here. He certainly felt
sometimes that these conditions
were better ordered in Sweden than
America, and I have to agree. On the
other side, he was more than willing
to admit that our activity in America
included much which appealed
warmly to him. It is clear that one
who has lived his entire life so
completely associated with the state
cannot in the turn of a hand accept
the ways of working within the free
church, as surely as a "free church"
man could not be put into a state
church and immediately find himself
at home.
In the early summer of the same
year (1923), in connection with his
journey to Philadelphia for a N ovember convention of the World Alliance,
Archbishop Soderblom was invited
by the Board of Augustana College
and Theological Seminary in Rock
Island, the synod's oldest college and
only theological seminary, to visit as
many of the Synod's congregations
and institutions as time and strength
permitted. To our great joy, he
accepted the invitation, and in good
time the honored guest arrived,
followed by his dear wife and son
Johan, who acted as private secretary.
Many of our people had seen and
heard Bishop von Scheele when he
honored us with his deeply-appreciated visits in 1893, 1901, and 1910.
Now that the Archbishop himself was
coming, they expected that he would
be much more formal than a bishop.
Imagine their great surprise when
they got to know Soderblom. "He's
just like one of ours," was heard
everywhere he went. He was unconcerned and free in his appearances at ceremonial events. There is
a large Lutheran association in New
York City, The Luther Society, which
once a year arranges a great festival
with invited speakers. The event in
question was held during the time
the Archbishop was in New York. He
was invited to speak. He came, and
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carried out his assignment in a
masterful way, as always. His subject
was: "Personal Impressions of Christianity in the United States." The
hall was filled by a mighty host,
many very prominent people. (Editor's note: Soderblom later estimated
about 1,300 dinner guests at his 45minute Astor Hotel speech, plus a
national radio audience.) The Archbishop was right in the middle of his
speech when he stopped suddenly,
then continued by singing one ofSankey's revival songs. [Editor's note:
"The Ninety and Nine," translated
into Swedish and proposed for the
1920 supplement to Svenska Psalmboken]. Nothing like that had certainly ever been heard by his audience. For the Archbishop, it worked
to permit such a surprise. If anyone
else had tried a similar maneuver, his
reception would have been different.
As guest of the Augustana Synod
during his American tour, Soderblom
should certainly head for the Synod's
seat in the city (Rock Island) where
its theological seminary is located. A
large, beautiful building complex,
consisting of lecture rooms, library,
and chapel, as well as dormitories for
the students, had just been completed. Inauguration would take place on
6 November. At that time, the Archbishop held a speech mentioning
that:
"TheAugustana Synod, the Swedish Church in America, makes up the
largest community of Swedes outside
our borders. In this, we sense the
breadth of the call which for 80 years
has brought Swedish men and women to this country. Later generations
shall, with possibly greater surprise
and admiration, hear the true story
of your community's growth from the
first poor immigrant dugouts, sod
churches , and schools with small
beginnings, into the strong, youthful
seat of higher education which
spreads out across one of Rock
Island's beautiful hills, and which, by
the building we dedicate today,
increases the college and gives
worthy space to the theological
faculty which draws its students
from the many Swedish schools in
this land. Our times require the goal-

oriented sense of empowerment
within your students, and their
fearless Christian trust."
As vice-chancellor ofUppsala University, he brought its good wishes,
expressed as follows: "In sincere
appreciation for what this seat of
higher education, in a short time and
from small beginnings, has been able
to accomplish, Uppsala University
awaits with lively anticipation the
growth ofAugustana's faculties to an
institution of university status, meeting the highest demands of scientific
research."
As Archbishop, he continued: "In
my capacity as Archbishop of the
Kingdom of Sweden, I, the Christian
Church, and its congregation in the
homeland, ask God's blessing upon
this expanded educational institution at this solemn time, upon its
President, its Deacon, its professors
and other teachers, its administration and those who here benefit and
shall benefit from education in the
highest of all subjects, God's will,
counsel, and actions for the salvation
of mankind, and upon theAugustana
Synod, its newly-installed President."
Such warm, confident, and heartfelt words had never before been
spoken to the Augustana Synod by
any of the highest officials of the
Church of Sweden. No one can deny
that we were greatly pleased.
In the summer of 1923 I attended
the first Lutheran World Conference
in Eisenach. The trip went via
Sweden, with a short stop at the
Archbishop's home. There I was met
by the same hearty friendliness as
during my first visit. At that time,
January 1922, there were many
visitors in the Archbishop's home.
One evening, a group of 125 unemployed men had been invited for supper. Afterwards was a joint vespers
service . Those who have had the
pleasure of participating in vespers
at the Archbishop's know what it
means . Even now, in the middle of
the summer, there were many visitors. At our table sat a Catholic
bishop, a U.S. senator from Utah, a
couple of other strangers whose
name and position I've forgotten, and
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the president of the Augustana Synod.
The Archbishop was naturally part
of the Eisenach meeting, and played
one of the main roles, as one might
expect. Certainly there were those
who were not at all pleased that he
had come. Quiet attempts had been
made to close the door to him. The
American delegation made it clear,
however, that nothing such could
happen. Opposition evaporated, and
the general feeling was that the
Archbishop was more welcome than
anyone else.
He also attended the 1929 World
Conference in Copenhagen. Despite
his poor health, he took an active part
in the discussions. Not satisfied with
that alone, he appeared during the
conference at places outside Copenhagen. It seemed impossible for him
to spare himself, despite all pleas
that he not strain himself.
And finally there was the celebration of Christianity's introduction
to Sweden in 830, with construction
of Ansgar's Chapel at Bjorko. During

his own life, Na than Soderblom had
experienced the insurmountable
power of Christianity. He recognized
its importance to past generations,
for today's, and those generations to
come. For that reason he worked
towards celebrating the 1100 th anniversary of St. Ansgar's coming to
Sweden in an appropriate way. The
people of Sweden supported him, and
the memory of that celebration will
remain a clear, shining point oflight
in the history of Sweden and its
Church.
Finally, I hope it may be permitted
for me to cite a speech the Archbishop
held on 4 December 1923, just before
his return from America to his homeland, at the Episcopal Cathedral of
St. John the Divine in New York:
"I am a guest in this country of our
American daughter church, the
Augustana Synod. A dearly missed
brother in the episcopal service of
Sweden (Bishop von Scheele) visited
the Augustana Synod three times
before the World War. It has now
been my longed-for pleasure to travel

from the Atlantic to Pacific, under the
warmest guidance possible, to see
how wonderfully our daughter
Church, the Swedish Church in America, has grown during the past two
or three generations in every area of
the Church's religious work, education, and charity. I have thanked
God from the depths of my heart, as
I have witnessed how living, how
praying, how full of daring and love
and action the Swedish Church is in
this land, and how much God has
already let her carry out. - Now our
Church in Sweden has a true daughter as a result of the Swedish immigration, which according to God's call
makes its contribution to the continued building of your universal nation."
The Archbishop deeply underst9od
the Augustana Synod's character,
efforts, and situation, truthfully and
completely. Certainly none ofhis predecessors saw in the Augustana Synod what he saw, and he had the will
and courage to say straight out what
he felt he had found.
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A Handwriting Example #VIII

This records is from the Bobergs Haradsriitt, Ostergi:itland, 1856, series E lnneliggande handlingar (loose
papers). Original record kept in the Regional Archives ofVadstena, Sweden.
Transcription and translation will be found on page 24.
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The Old Picture
On this page we intend to publish old pictures sent in by our SAG readers. If you have a picture you want to see on
this page, either send a digital copy, scanned in at no less than 300 dpi and saved as a jpg or tif file, or send a good
paper copy to the editor at the address shown on the inside cover. Do not send any originals, as we can not accept
responsibility for them. Neither can we promise to publish all pictures.

Edward H. Bergstrom, (6711 Embassy Blvd., Apt. 209, Port Richey, FL
34668-4 740) found this picture after
his wife Anne Skelton Bergstrom had
died. He knew that the picture was
of her maternal grandparents and
their children. He knows their
names, but who is who?
The photo is probably taken in the
early 1900s in Warren, Pennsylvania.
The grandfather is Karl Gustaf
Svensson Wetterbrandt, born 1838
March 28 in brberga, bstg., who in
America changed his name to Water-

brandt. Karl Gustaf was a shoemaker in Sweden, according to "Emibas."
Karl Gustaf and his family immigrated in 1881 July 1 from Kasta
agor, brberga, to North America. The
family consisted then of his wife,
Maria Christina Jonasdotter, born
1850 Oct. 10 in Stra parish, bstg.,
and their children, all born in brberga: Carolina Albertina, born 1878
Sep.27;EmmaMaria, born 1880Jan.
10; and Karl GustafAlbert, born 1881
Apr. 28. Later more children were
born in the U.S. : Peter, Elizabeth,

Selma, and Hulda. Hulda later became the mother of Mrs. Bergstrom.
Karl Gustaf was the son of Sven
Oberg and his wife Anna Greta Larsdotte r. Maria Christina's parents
were Jonas Peter Jonsson and his
wife Louisa Andersdotter.
Anyone who can identify the children can reach Edward H. Bergstrom
at the address given before, or by email <skelberg2@yahoo.com>
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Bits & Pieces
Kyrkhult is Closing
The microfiche research center in
Kyrkhult , Blekinge, will close its
doors forever on April 27th.
This sad event is caused by a decreasing number of visitors and
growing costs.
Unfortunately, this important information is lacking on its Englishlanguage web page, but found on the
Swedish pages.
It is possible that the microfiche
collection, which was rented from the
Swedish National Archives, may be
placed in the Regional Archives
(landsarkivet) in Lund, and thus
available to researchers in southern
Sweden.

Canadian Records
Online

The National Archives Canada originally planned to start placing digitized images of passenger lists online by the end of 2005. The project
has slipped to March. It will include
almost every port of entry for the
years 1865 to 1921. Currently there
are no plans for the Archives to
include a name index to these records. The N anaimo Family History
Society of British Columbia plans to
index all passengers at Halifax and
Quebec (Montreal is included in the
Port of Quebec) from 1900 to 1921.
(Nu, What's New? 22/1-06)

A Wise Man

Ancestry.com, the huge database
provider, has now opened a special
portal for Canadian researchers at
<www.ancestry.ca>. At the moment they have, for instance, a num-·
her of Censuses:
* 1911 Canada, Census
* Ontario, Canada Census Index,
1871
* Durham County, Ontario, Census,
1861
* Blenheim, Chatham, and Harwich,
Kent County, Ontario, Census,
1881
and also some military records,
passenger lists, and more coming at
a fast pace. They are also promising
a French language version soon.
A subscription for a year costs
CON$ 99 :95 , and for one month
CDN$14:95.
There are also other options for
subscribing, so check out their web
site.
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Canadian Passenger
Lists to Be Available in
March

Thomas Overbury, 1581-1613 said:
The man that hath not anything to
boast but his illustrious ancestors is
like a potato: the only good belonging
to him is underground.

A New CD Database
Just before Christmas many genealogists finally got the CD:s they had
long been waiting for.
The Person- och Lokalhistoriskt
Forskarcentrum Oskarshamn (PLF)
has for many years had volunteers
all over Kalmar Zan who have been
transcribing births, deaths, and marriages into a huge database . This
database has now been released on
four CD:s: one for no'rthern Kalmar
Zan with some parishes in Ostergi:itland, one with the middle Kalmar
Zan, one with the southern part of
the Zan, and the fourth with the
parishes on Oland. The dasabase is
a wonderful help, as long as one
remembers to check everything in
the original church records.
More information:
<sam.blixt@telia.com>

The Bridge Conference
Plans continue to progress and
excitement is building for the Swedish Bridge Conference to be held this
fall in Karlstad, Sweden. Further
information, including details about
add-on tours both before and after
the conference, is available on the
Swedish Council website
<www.swedishcouncil.org> .
Many workshop and networking
opportunities will be offered - all in
English, the official conference
language.
(News of Swedish America, Feb .
2006)
[Ed:s note: Your SAG editor plans to be
there , and hopes to meet with some
readers]

Swedes in Franklin's
Time
The American Swedish Historical
Museum in Philadelphia presents
the exhibition Becoming Americans:
Swedes in the Time of Franklin. This
exhibition explores some of the many
ways in which the Swedish settlers
adapted to their new environment,
rapidly changing governments, and
the evolving social expectations of
the new American society taking
shape around them. The exhibition
opened on 9 March and ends 27 August.
(News of Swedish America, Feb .
2006)

The Swedish
Genealogist's Days
The yearly Sliiktforskardagarna
(Genealogist's Days) will take place
in N acka, just outside Stockholm on
12-13 August. For the first time there
will be an entrance fee of about $5
(40 SEK). There will be lectures and
exhibitions from societies, archives,
and commercial vendors.
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Lars Ljungmark in Memoriam
1927-2005
Dr. Lars Ljungmark, Gi:iteborg,
has passed away at age 78. He
spent a large part ofhis academic
career as an associate professor
ofhistory at Gi:iteborg University,
from where he also earned his
Ph.D. in history in 1971. Ljungmark was one of Sweden's leading
historians of the migration of
some 1.3 million Swedes to the
U.S. and Canada during the late
19th and early 20th centuries.
Already in 1965 he wrote and
hosted the very successful radio
series "Den stora utvandringen"
(The Great Emigration) for which
he also wrote a book with the
same name. This very useful onevolume survey of the history of

Swedish migration to America was
translated as Swedish Exodus in
1979, and reissued again in 1996.
His 1971 study For Sale - Minnesota: Organized Promotion of Scandinavian Immigration 1866- 73 dealt
with ways in which Minnesota became one of the premier destinations
in the New World for Swedish immigrants. He also studied Swedes in
Canada, as is evident in his Svenskarna i Winnipeg. Porten till prarien
1872-1940 (The Swedes in Winnipeg:
The Gateway to the Prairie, 18721940) from 1994. In recent years he
was heavily involved with the research project "Gi:iteborgsemigranten" (The Gi:iteborg Emigrant) in
which a multitude of perspectives on

the history of emigration from Gi:iteborg were presented in numerous publications.
Lars Ljungmark was a wellknown and greatly admired scholar, teacher, and friend. He made
numerous trips to North America
and was a frequent guest and
lecturer in many contexts in the
U.S. and Canada. His generous
nature and sense of humor were
remarkable, and he will be greatly missed by friends and colleagues on both sides of the Atlantic.
Dag Blanck
Director of Swenson Center

The cradle story - what happened next
As was told in SAG 2005:3, a man
came into the House of Genealogy in
Leksand carrying a huge cradle in his
arms and asked "Am I related to this
cradle?"
There were many initials and
dates carved into the back of the
cradle and the family could easily be
identified in the Al church records.
The owner was not related to that
family, but later donated the cradle
to the House of Genealogy.
But what happened to the original
owners? They were Bji:ir Mats Matsson and his wife Kerstin Andersdotter from Al parish in Dalarna.
They had 12 children, but infant
death took its toll, and only two survived until adulthood. Among the
children were four Anders, two Karins, two Annas and two Mats.
One Mats and one Anders grew
up. Anders became a carpenter and

had no children.
Anders married and had three
children, of which son Olof, born 18
May 1836 in Al, survived. He became
a soldier in the Gagnef company of
the Dalregementet and used the surname Hedberg. He married and had
four children.
In 1859 he was sentenced to two
years of hard labor and lost his honor,
as he was proved to be a counterfeiter
of coins.
Ten years later, 15 Nov. 1869, he
leaves his home in N. Heden 1 in Al
for America and never comes back.
If the intention was that the family
should come later, the plans were
never realized.
In all the later clerical surveys the
husband is recorded as "living in
America."
The children grew up and the
family spread out. What happened

to Olof is not to be found in Swedish
sources. There was no legal divorce,
but he could still have started a new
family in the U.S.; but where? Did
he have new children who knew little
or nothing about their siblings in
Sweden?
The old grey cradle tells a piece of
our history, but the wheels of history
keeps rolling and we can only pick
up small pieces of the puzzle and put
them together into new stories.
Stenake Petersson
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Genoniics: A New Tool for Genealogists
BY DENNIS L.

JOHNSON

Recent advances in DNA analysis of- centage, however, where our origins
fer impressive new tools and re- can be examined and traced.
sources in the quest for researching
our family origins. This was the Two methods
thrust of a presentation on DNA in The most advanced research into
family history research by Thomas DNA use consists of two different
H. Roderick, Ph.D., to the Swedish methods, one used in tracing the
Genealogy Club of the American male line and one used in tracing the
Swedish Historical Museum in Phil- female line. This is most useful in
adelphia on October 15, 2005. Dr. following the continuous male lineRoderick is Senior Staff Scientist, age only using they-line DNA found
Emeritus, at the Jackson Laboratory in the y chromosome in men, and in
in Bar Harbor, Maine. Among his following the continuous female
other distinctions , Dr. Roderick is lineage found in the m-line mitocredited with establishing the use of chondrial DNA found in women.
the term "Genomics." This term is Following other lines in your family
used to describe this general field of tree is more difficult, for example
study.
through your grandmother's greatDr. Roderick's presentation out- grandfather, because of the differing
lined the basic principles of DNA re- tracing methods needed. This more
search and techniques, and how complex tracing is not yet well
these advances aided in confirming developed, and awaits further reor disproving a relationship estab- search and data accumulation. Sevlished by usual family history records eral organizations are collecting DNA
searches. He illustrated this appli- samples in the form of cheek swabs
cation with several anecdotes about from many individuals to further the
the relationships between many of charting of human origins and
the royal families of Europe, and by migrations.
the recent revelations confirming
descendants of Thomas Jefferson
through a slave girl in his household, A single African 'Adam'
. Research into human DNA has
Sally Hemmings.
DNA is a component found in the already led to several conclusions
cells of all living organisms and, now generally accepted by genetiusually, in their dead remains. cists and human geographers. All
Through new techniques in the non-African men living today, as
analysis of DNA, researchers have studied through they-lines of people
learned a great deal about the throughout the world, can be traced
relationships of humans to each to a single African 'Adam' who lived
other and to other living things. about 90,000 years ago. From this
Humans are alike in 99% of their individual sprang all the peoples who
genes, only 1% account for the many migrated across Eurasia to populate
differences in appearance between all the other inhabited continents of
individuals and groups . In fact, all the world. Similarly, all humans livmammals are alike in 97% and differ ing today can be traced through their
in only 3%. It is in this small per- m-lines to a "mitochondrial Eve" who
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lived about 100,000 years ago.
To illustrate how this can apply to
a single individual today, I recently
received the results ofy-line testing
ofmy own DNA from a cousin, with
whom I share a great-grandfather,
and I am of all Swedish descent. I
learned that my cousin and I belong
to Haplogroup N(LLY22G). The
results indicate that "this marker
originated in Siberia and is found
today in southern parts of Scandinavia as well as NE Europe. Many
Russians and the reindeer-herding
people of northern Scandinavia have
this marker today."
The results go on to say that this
marker came from the M9 marker
which originated in Iran some 40,000
years ago, which in turn came from
M89 appearing some 45,000 years
ago in northern Africa or the Middle
East. M89 came from M168 some
60,000 years ago from approximately
Kenya. This description generally
fits with other descriptions of the
origins of most Scandinavians in
other references, humans who migrated from central Asia into present-day Scandinavia after the great
ice age of some 10-15,000 years ago .

Ordinary genealogical
research still Iives
While these findings are certainly of
general interest to most people, they
do little for the specific ancestral
search for your family origins in recent times. This search will continue
to rely mostly on written records of
births, marriages, deaths, and family
records followed in the usual way.
There are a few specific applications
of DNA testing that may apply to the
search for your family tree, however.
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These would include confirmation or
disproving of a connection to an
unproved but suspected ancestor.
DNA of a deceased ancestor is
usually hard to obtain, but sometimes inferences can be drawn by
looking at they-line or m-line of that
person's descendants.
Another way in which DNA testing
might be useful is if you find a person who you strongly suspect is a
relative, but cannot verify this
through written records. This might
be the case if you run across a person with an unusual surname similar to yours, and other circumstances suggesting common ancestors. Testing could verify whether
you are indeed related, or not. Other
examples would be to verify whether
an adopted or illegitimate child is in
fact related to one or both parents.
Other uses would be in verifying the
ethnic ancestry of certain groups, or
verifying the ancestry of persons for
membership in societies claiming
common descent from certain ancestors or groups.

Scandinavian pitfalls
For those pursuing Swedish, or other
Scandinavian, relationships relying
on common surnames, there are special pitfalls not found in most other
nationalities or groups. The common
use of the patronymic naming system through the 19th century (for
example, Olaf Peterson, or Karin
Larsdotter) meant that the surname
changed with each generation.
A few families, such as the nobility,
generally kept a common surname
over many generations but most did
not. In addition, many Swedes
changed their surnames when the
government required selection and
adoption of a family surname at the
end of the 19th century, often opting
for nature-names and the like.
Others changed their surnames or
the spelling of them when they
migrated to North America or became citizens.
There are several sources available for obtaining results from testing of your own DNA for those who
are interested. In the U.S., you can

contact Dr. Roderick at The Jackson
Institute, e-mail thr@jax.org or the
National Geographic/IBM Genome
Project. Other DNA testing companies include:
www.dnaheritage .com in Britain,
www.familytreed na.com in Houston, TX,
www.relativegen etics.com in Salt
Lake City, UT, and others.
The costs can vary from $100.00
to $450.00 or more, depending on the
number of markers requested. Most
experts recommend that you request
at least 25 markers for the most
useful results. Your DNA test results
will take 4-6 weeks after forwarding
a cheek swab sample and your
payment.
For those who wish to read further
on the subject, Dr. Roderick has
provided the following list of recommended references: (for an excellent first book, I would suggest DNA
and Family History , by Chris Pomery, listed below).
Megan Smolyenyak and Ann Turner,
Trace Your Roots with DNA, Holtzbrinck Publishers, 2004, 272 pp.,
$14.95 (Amazon.com, $10.47 plus
shipping).
Chris Pomery, DNA and Family His tory, The British National Archives, 2004, 168 pp., about $25.00
(Amazon.com, $17.55 plus shipping).
Brian Sykes, The Seven Daughters
of Eve, W.W. Norton & Co., New
York, 2001, 307 pp. , hardbound
and paperback. (Amazon.com,
$10.85 plus shipping).
Spencer Wells, The Joutney of Man,
a Genetic Odyssey, The Princeton
University Press, 224 pp., (Amazon.com, $10.46 plus shipping).
The Journal of Genetic Genealogy
(JOGG), on line, contact
http://www.jogg.i nfo
The above article is based partly
on the presentation and notes of Dr.
T.H. Roderick given at the American
Swedish Historical Museum, Swedish Genealogy Club meeting, on
October 15, 2005, together with other
sources used by the author.

The top list of children's
names in Sweden 2005
Girl's names
2005 2004 Name
Emma
(1)
1
Maja
(2)
2
Julia
(5)
3
(13) Alice
4
Ida
(3)
5
Linnea
(6)
6
Elin
(4)
7
Alva
(8)
8
Hanna
(7)
9
(11) Ella
10

Boys'names
2005 2004 Name
Oscar
(3)
1
William
(1)
2
Lucas
(4)
3
Filip
(2)
4
Isak
(7)
5
(11) Elias
6
Alexander
(8)
7
Emil
(6)
8
(13) Hugo
9
Viktor
(9)
10
All according to Statistics Sweden
(www.scb.se)
Old male names like Carl (25), Erik
17), Anders (not in top 100), Per (not
in top 100) are losing ground to newcomers like William (2), Pontus (50),
Neo (82), and Melvin (41). Names
that were popular around 1900 are
also strong: Theodor (49),Alfred (50),
Gustav (14), and Ludvig (23).
The same tendency is clear among
the girls' names. Anna (46), Lisa (43),
Maria (82), and Stina (58) are on
their way out. In comes names like
Tindra (23), Jasmine (63), Nova (44),
and Tuva (37).
Actual names from today's (Feb.
26) morning paper are Elsa, Sofia,
Greta, Antonia, Fredrika, Sigrid,
Hermine, Julia, Linnea, Zoe, Clara,
and Dina for girls.
New baby boys are Lowe, Marcus,
Caspar, Erik, Gustaf, Ian, Axel, and
Wiggo.
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The Solution to the Handwriting Example #VIII
Transcription
N:o 1
Forpantningsegare n Joh. Pet. Andersson i Nybygget pa Kommorps iigor warder harmed stiimd till Bobergs Harads instundande lagtima WinterTing, som borjas i Husbyfjol den 2ctrn niistkommande Februarii,
for att genmiila undertecknad Aklagares pastaende, att Swaranden, som den 22 forledne October, enligt angifwelse, skall hafwa slagit och bitit Snickaren And. Blomqvists i Nysiitter
pa Kommorps agor hustru Karin Andersdotter, sa att blanader i hufwudet och 3 blodwiten hiinderna foljt,
matte derfor fallas till laga answar. Skolande icke allenast bemiilda
hustru Karin Andersdotter i egenskap af angifware och malsegare, utan afwen Pigan Lisa Samuelsdotter hos Landgrens
pa Fornasa prestegards egor samt forpantningsegaren earl
Petter Carlsson och hans hustru Maria Kohl pa Fornas Rusthalls iigor i egenskap afwittnen afwen komma tillstiides a samma tid och ort for att i ma.let horas.
Stiimningen horsammas wid laga pafoljd
Boberg den 13 December 1856
Enligt DomareEmbetets forordnande

Translation
N:o 1
The mortgage owner Joh. Pet. Andersson in Nybygget on Kommorp lands is
hereby summoned to the approaching ordinary Winter meeting of the Boberg District
Court, which will start in Husbyfjol on the 2nd of February next, to answer the allegation
by the undersigned prosecutor, that he, the defendant, on the 22nd of October last, according to
an accusation, did hit and bite wife Karin Andersdotter, married to the carpenter
And. Blomqvist of Nysiitter on Kommorp lands, s·o that bruises on the head and three bleeding
wounds resulted, and may he therefore be held responsible according to the law.
Is supposedly not only wife Karin Andersdotter in her capacity of accuser and plaintiff, but also the
servant girl Lisa Samuelsdotter, [living] by the Landgrens on the lands of Fornasa
Priistgard and the mortgage owner earl Petter Carlsson and his wife Maria Kohl on
the lands ofFornas Rusthall in their capacity as witnesses to be present at the same
place at the same time to be heard in the case.
The summons is to be obeyed on pain of legal consequences.
Boberg the 13th of December 1856
By virtue of the Judge's Office
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I Found the Needle!
)

My search for the immigrant Asp Family In
America and Sweden. Part I

l

\

}

BY JAN SoKODY AsP

The needle was the Asp Family; the
haystack was the 2600 parishes in
Sweden.
To this day, my search has been
the most challenging, frustrating,
and gratifying experience of my
genealogy hobby. It is extremely
difficult, almost impossible, to research a family in a foreign country
when all you know is the name of the
country and the name of the family.
I hope that you will enjoy reading
my story. I also hope you will gain
the knowledge and desire to begin or
continue with perseverance your research, not only in Sweden, but
wherever it may take you. Perhaps
my story will be an encouragement,
not only to beginners who learn from
experienced genealogists, but to
researchers who may have a dead
end line over which we often spin our
wheels and go nowhere. Remember,
some lines may only be found when
vitals records have become available
through the Internet. Some of the
family may never be found if parish
records have been destroyed or last
names have been changed.

In the beginning
I do not remember when I learned
that "Asp" was a Swedish name. It
may have been the spring of 1957
when a blond-haired, blue-eyed
fellow introduced himself from across
the card table in the college lounge.
"Asp" is a non-patronymic name. It
is listed in Carl-Erick Johansson's
Cradled in Sweden (page 26) as a

soldier's name, translated from the
aspen tree. To avoid confusion among
so many men with the last names of
Andersson, Carlsson, Swensson, and
Johansson, troops were issued new
names along with their clothing and
weapons.
In the spring of 1974 my cousin
called to tell me about a genealogy
group meeting at our Elgin public library. A high school classmate had
formed the group. Pat Lose invited
me to her home where I learned
about family group sheets, lineage
charts, and genealogy libraries. The
group held one morning and one evening meeting each month. I joined.
In the fall, I attended a series of
beginner and advanced classes offered by the group in our local library,
taught by a woman from The Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints
(LDS). Our last class in December
was at the Wilmette LDS Branch
Genealogical Library now called a
Family History Center (FHC), where
I learned films of the vital records of
foreign countries could be ordered for
a fee. I was hooked. Germany, Hungary, and Sweden were my countries
of interest.
As a young girl, I always had a
natural affinity for family history.
Now it had a name. GENEALOGY.

Research on backburner
On 3 Jan. 1975, my son, Charles JonPaul (called C.J.), was born and
joined his sister, J anni:i Charlynn,
who turned 4 on 12 Jan.; thus, re-

search on my new hobby had to be
sporadic. I attended evening meetings, wrote letters, and began filling
out charts. Trips to the Wilmette
FHC were put on the "to do in the
future" list.

The immigrant names
My search began by contacting the
eldest family member, a great-aunt,
Katharine Asp, in Muscatine, Iowa.
She was the adopted daughter of the
immigrant son, John August, and
had done some unsuccessful research
on finding the family in Sweden. The
incentive for Aunt Katy's research
was a family story about an inheritance available to anyone proving relationship to the Asp family.
From her I learned about the immigrant family consisting of four
people.
The immigrant father, John Henry
Asp, was born in Sweden. He owned
a blacksmith shop in New Boston, Illinois, located on the Mississippi River in Mercer County, south of Rock
Island County. In 1856, the family
moved across the river to Toolesboro,
Louisa County, Iowa, on the Iowa
River near the confluence of the Mississippi. He was a Civil War soldier.
He died in 1863 at Vicksburg and is
buried in the National Cemetery
there.
The immigrant mother, Christina, died in 1856.
The immigrant daughter, Anna
Charlotta, was called Annie. She
married Martin Pease and moved to
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wife died. That Henry E. Asp was
born at New Boston, Ill. about Jan.
1, 1856, and his parents removed to
Toolesboro, Iowa, a few months afterwards.
That the mother died at Toolesboro, September, 1856. The affiant
was a blacksmith and worked for
John H . Asp and boarded at his house
and was working there when the said
Henry E. Asp was born.

the state of Washington.
The immigrant son, Johan August, was born in Stockholm in 1850
and came to the United States as a
baby. Katy's second story was that he
was born on the boat.
A son, Henry Edward, was born in
New Boston, Illinois, on January 1,
1856.

Looking for ages, birthdates, birthplaces, &
immigration year in
America
I began searching the U.S. census records taken every ten years. The
1860 census, Iowa, Louisa Co.,
Toolesboro taken on June ist lists:
John H. Asp 44 Blacksmith b.
Sweden (b.c. 181516)
(b.c. 1844/ 5)
Charlotte 15
John
12
"
(b.c. 1847 I 8)
Henry E. 5 b. Illinois (age does
not compute with birth year)
The 1870 census, Iowa, Louisa Co.,
Grandview shows:
Asp, Jno 20 Farm Laborer Sweden
The 1870 census, Iowa, Louisa Co.,
Wapello shows:
Asp, Charlotte 23 Hired Girl Sweden
The age discrepancies began. (The
3 year difference between sister &
brother is consistent, but the ages
from 1860 to 1870 are not.)
The 1855 Illinois state census
shows John Henry in New Boston as
head of household but all other
family members are not named. They
are marked in columns by gender
and age groups.
The obituary for John August
shows he was born November 12,
1850 in Stockholm, the son of John
August and came to America when 3
months old, settling in Illinois. (Im.
c. 1851) The name of the father and
the age do not agree with the 1860
census. Be married Hannah Elizabeth Carey in Aledo, Illinois, on September 24, 1879. His age on the marriage certificate is 28 years. An Assessment Roll for 1899 shows his age
as 49. (b.c. 1850/1851)
The Naturalization Certificate for
John Henry Asp issued on October
22, 1860, shows that he was a native
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John Sprouse was intimately
acquainted with John H. Asp who
was a Private in Company I, Engineer Regiment of the West. That
he became acquainted with him in
the spring of 1856, when Asp and his
wife and children came to Toolesboro.
That his wife, Christine, died in the
fall of 1856. That the said John H.
Asp did not again marry. That John
H. Asp and said Christine lived
together as man and wife and Asp
always acknowledged Henry E. Asp
as his true and lawful son. The
affiant was a near neighbor while he
lived in Toolesboro, enlisted with him
in the same company, and knew him
well until he died.
#2

John Henry Asp, Civil War soldier.

of Sweden. An Iowa Soldier Book
(page 149) reads:
Asp, John. Age 44. Residence
Toolsboro, nativity Sweden. Enlisted
Sept. 21, 1861, as Artificer. Mustered
Oct. 31, 1861. Died of disease Sept.
20, 1863, Vicksburg, Miss. (b.c.1816/
1817)
Sixteen Civil War letters written
in English with Swedish overtones
sent to his three children do not
reveal any information. However,
when Nils William Olsson read two
of the letters he assured me they
were written by a Swede.
I wrote to the National Archives
in Washington, D.C., for the Civil
War packet of John Henry Asp. The
copies of paper work included three
pages of affidavits sent to prove a
pension claim for his youngest son,
Henry Edward.

The affidavits
# 1 Anders Westerbla was well
acquainted with John H. Asp, a
soldier in the army who formerly
lived at Toolsboro, Louisa Co., Iowa.
That he became acquainted with him
in the year 1854 at New Boston, Ill.
That he was told that John H. Asp
and his wife Christine were married
in Sweden. That he knows that they
lived together as man and wife from
1854 until Sept. of 1856 when the

#3 Margaret Peterson was well
acquainted with John H. Asp and
Christine Asp, his wife, who lived
with her in the same house in New
Boston, Ill.
That she attended Christine Asp
at the birth of said child as midwife.

The originals
While on a family vacation to Washington, D.C ., I ordered and looked at
the Civil War packet for John Asp at
the archives. I did this because I had
heard that the complete packet is not
always sent. In the packet was a slip
of paper that had not been included
in the papers sent to me. It was a
note that read, "No one could read
the page from the family Bible so it
was sent as proof of their marriage."
Unfortunately, the Bible page was
not in the packet. I wonder if that
page would have held the answers
to all my questions of "when and
where" in Sweden.
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County papers
Louisa County guardianship papers
dated January 21,1864, show Charlotte Ann to be 17 years and John A.
Asp to be 16 years. (b. c. 1846/7 and
C. 1847/8)
Now there is a one-year age difference.

Henry's career
Henry E. Asp became a lawyer and
migrated to Kansas, and finally
Oklahoma, where he prepared the
draft of a complete state constitution.
For his efforts to secure lands for
schools, there is a street on the University campus named "Asp" and also
a crossroads north of Oklahoma City
designated as "Asp." The histories of
Oklahoma have many pages written
about him. In one history his parents
are listed as John August and Chris-

tina Asp, both natives of Sweden. His
mother died in 1857 when he was an
infant of one year. Is contradiction a
part of doing genealogy?

Toolesboro today
The day after our 1983 Thanksgiving, with plat and state maps in
the car, I drove from Geneseo, Illinois, to New Boston and Toolesboro.
In New Boston I was able to find
where the blacksmith shop had
existed. A kind lady from the historical society sent me a copy of the 1856
newspaper ad for the sale of the shop.
There were no burials in the cemeteries with the last name of Asp.
Toolesboro was an unexpected
experience. On the map it is shown
on the highway between Wapello to
the west and Oakville to the southeast. Driving from the west to the

east, when I got to Oakville I knew I
had missed Toolesboro. There were
no signs to indicate the town limits.
Driving back to the west, I asked a
teenager washing his car where it
was and he indicated right there and
to the west. Next, I asked a lady
taking groceries out of her car in a
parking area of a school building,
now turned into apartments. She
told me to drive down the big hill at
the next street and go to the only
house at the bottom left side where
a man who knew: the history of
Toolesboro lived. Guy Brown and
a friend began to talk about Toolesboro of the past and I learned that
an old cemetery had been at the top
of the hill along the highway but it
no longer existed. We walked on the
land , now a cow pasture, where
Toolesboro had been along the Iowa
River. He pointed out the shards in
the water, remains from a ceramic
factory, and the cistern where the
blacksmith shop had been. He did
extend an invitation to bring the
family and camp along the river.
There are no cemetery records to
show where the immigrant mother
was buried.
More unexpected information arrived with the birth certificate of
John August's first child. Henry
Aden, (later, Henry Wilbur) born
September 20, 1880. Henry is the
father of my father-in-law, Charles
Arthur Asp. The father's age was 28

Naturalization certificate for John Henry Asp. Iowa, Louisa County, 1860.
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years and his birthplace was listed
as Nevada! I had not found John and
his wife on tl~e 1880 census so I
looked forward to the 1900 census
being available because it was the
first to list an immigration year. The
family was living in Muscatine, Iowa.
The census line for John Asp
shows: head ofhousehold, born in the
month of Nov., year 1847, age 49, b.
Nevada, parents b. Sweden, carpenter. No immigration year was
listed. Next I looked for his sister,

Annie, on the Washington State 1900
census and found her to have been
born Nov. 1843, 56 years, b. Sweden,
and immigration year as 1860. That
information did not seem to be
correct. Not wanting to wait for the
1910 and 1920 census, I ordered
them in 1980, sending the required
fee and proof ofrelationship. On the
1910 census, John was born in Nevada and was age 58. On the 1920
census it lists Illinois as his birthplace and 65 years of age.

With all the discrepancies in the
secondary sources in the U.S., I
decided to look at records in Sweden.

To be continued.
Jan Sokody Asp, a retired art
teacher and a volunteer at the
Schaumburg FHC, lives at 441
Adams Street, Elgin, IL 60123, and
can be reached by e-mail:
<Jsasp441@aol.com>

Bovey Town Hall
I ran across something this summer
which may be of some interest to you,
I know it is to me and has me doing
some detective work.
About 35 km east of Grand Rapids, MN, on the main highway to
Hibbing and the rest of the Iron
Range, is a small town called Bovey,
population about 800. We pass
through Bovey now and then on our
way to Hibbing and other local destinations. (Hibbing was the location
where Carl Eric Wickman founded
the Greyhound bus company in
1914).
A building in Bovey caught my eye
because of the definitely Swedish
character of the architecture. One
day I stopped to check on the building and its architect. I learned that
the Town Hall was built in 1936 under a public works program enacted
during the Depression to help'provide jobs in towns around the U.S.,
by President Franklin Roosevelt.
The photograph was taken soon
after construction of the building as
evidenced by the car parked nearby,
a 1938 Pontiac, I believe. The main
street is on the left, and the car is
parked on a side street. Now the building is almost obscured by tall trees
in the front. It is on the National
Register of Historic Buildings, a
designation reserved for buildings of
special historic or architectural importance.
I also learned that the architect
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was Mr. William A. Ingmann, who
designed a number of college and
other buildings in the 1930's, including buildings at Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, MN, at St.
Olaf College, Northfield, MN, and
elsewhere. I am now researching his
biography and background mainly to
satisfy my own curiosity but possibly
for an article about him if I find
enough information.
I am convinced that Ingmann was
either a native Swede or a Swedish
American that had traveled in Sweden. The style of the building is very
Swedish and many details remind
me of the Stockholm Town Hall, and
other buildings I have seen in Swe-

den. Note the shape of the upper floor
windows, the detailing in the brickwork, the grouped windows on the
main level, and the special pediment
and ornament above the main entrance. The brickwork is even almost
the same color as the Stockholm
Town Hall. It is an unusually fine
building for this remote part of
northern Minnesota.
I will continue seeking information on Ingmann and the building,
but I thought you might be interested
in seeing this bit of Sweden in the
north woods of Minnesota.
Dennis L. Johnson
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Two Interest ing CD:s
Breven till
Amerika

£. Olson & M. Eugberg
O1icago, Illinois
1908

Copyright C HAkan Bergstl'Om,

Skapad 2003-08-28
Version 1.2

Surfing on the Internet I suddenly
ended up on a web site, where the
web master said lie sold out-of-print
genealogy books. That sounded interesting and I followed the links to
"Other genealogy" and checked to see
if there was anything of Swedish
interest.
I found one book mentioned there,
"History of Swedes in Illinois -1908,"
originally published by E . Olsson and
M. Engberg in 1908 in three volumes. Total number of pages was
almost 1,500, and a great number of
individuals were listed with biographies.
The first volume covers the general history of the Swedes in Illinois,
and the second volume the Swedes
in Chicago, with biographies like the
one to the right. The third volume
covers the various counties of Illinois, with similar biographies,
mostly also with a photo of the person in question. There are even a few
women listed.
All this has been scanned and
made into pdf-files, and organized
with hyperlinks, so it is fairly easy
to navigate the CD. The indexes are
also hyperlinked, so just click on the
person you want to read about, and
he/she will soon be on your screen.
It is of course possible to print out
pages, if you want to. It is necessary
to use Adobe Reader 7™, which is a
free download from
www.adobe.com

ANDREW HANSON ,
contractor and builder , was born in
'l'yde parish , Skane , Sweden , April
18, 1855 . After learnin g the carper1ter' s trade he emigrated to
America in 1878, reaching Chicago
the same year. He was first employed by Bohman & Larson, organ manufacturers. The Carsley
& East Manufacturing Co. then
employed him for six years. Mr.
Hanson started in business for
himself in 1894>s a carpenter and
builder, and has since made a
specialty ·of erecting private residences in the northern suburbs.
Mr. Hanson was married in
1889 to Miss Mary Nelson . Their
children are: . Alice, born 1890;
Mabel, 1891; Ellen , 1894 ; Jen nings, i 896, a1id George , 1899.
· Mr. Hanson is a member of the

I. 0.

s.

The web site where you can find
this CD, and others oflocal interest
is
http://geneo.sales.hom e.insightbb.com/

The price of the CD was $15 +
postage, which was reasonable and
the delivery very fast. The same book
in paper format is more than $100.

The Letters to America
The other CD I would like to present
is called "Breven till Amerika" [Let-

ters to America] and is based on letters that Hakan Bergstrom found in
a box, belonging to a distant cousin
in Tennessee. All these letters have
been scanned and transcribed and
put on this CD . Hakan has also
translated them, which gives you an
opportunity to catch a glimpse oflife
in Sweden in the old days.
Among the letters, Hakan found a
total number of 12 letters sent from
the common forefathers in Sweden.
The rest of the letters were written
from other friends and relatives in
Sweden and from friends in U.S.A..
All the letters were addressed to Anders "Andrew" Wahlstrom or to his
daughters in Mobile, Alabama,
U .S.A., where the family lived. They
were all written in 1912 to 1931.
Anders Wahlstrom was born 13
Feb. 1841 in Film, Uppl., and died 3
March 1931 in Mobile, Alabama. His
wife was Maria Kjellstrom, born 28
May 1839, also in Film, and she died
2 July 1918 in Mobile. Anders and
his family immigrated in 1870, and
their story is told on the CD.
These letters make fascinating
reading, and the CD is well done and
easy to navigate with Internet Explorer™ and Adobe Reader™.
Hakan Bergstrom has a nice web
site, but as the address is very long,
it is on the link page, p . 35.
E-mail:
<hakan.mg.bergstr om@swipnet.se>
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Book Reviews
Here you will find information about interesting books on the immigration
experience, genealogical manuals, books on Swedish customs, and much m~re.
We welcome contacts with SAG readers, suggestions on books to review
p erhaps. If you want to review a book yourself, please contact the Book Review Editor, Dennis L. Johnson at <djohnson@2vikings.com> or 2407 Hunsberger Drive, Limerick, PA 19468, so he knows what you are working on.

Swinglish or
what?
Tracking Swedish-American
English, A Longitudinal Study of
Linguistic Variation and Identity,

Angela Hoffman Karstadt, softcover, 262 pages, Uppsala University Library, Uppsala, Sweden,
Coronetbooks.com, $57.50.

It is fairly well known that most
people identify others as much by
their speech as by any other characteristic. Those of us who are third
generation Swedish-Americans are
quite familiar with the evolution of
speech among our immediate ancestors, which has affected our own
speech. My grandparents were born
in Sweden and spoke only Swedish
when they arrived in this country.
English was picked up as a second
language, their degree of facility with
English varying with their age when
they migrated and whether they
lived in rural areas among other
Swedes, or in urban areas with much
more contact with English speakers.
They were usually most comfortable
speaking Swedish among fellow
Swedes. Their children mostly spoke
Swedish until they went to school,
and then began to learn English with
greater facility than their parents.
Swedish became their second language and was only used in the family and among other Swedes.
The first generation, and to some
extent the second generation, often
adopted a sort of Pidgin dialect which
intermixed English and Swedish
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words and speech forms. This has
been variously referred to in terms
such as "Swinglish," "Fargo talk," or
"mixat sprak."
The third generation was raised
on English, and the parents mostly
felt that there was no point in
teaching their children Swedish,
except possibly a few words or songs
as part of certain traditional occasions. It was unusual for the third
generation to develop enough skill
with Swedish to use it in conversation, but their English was increasingly proficient, depending on
their level of education and occupation. Certain characteristics of
speech, and often a discernable accent, remained among this generation to indicate remnants of the
ancestry of their speech. By the
fourth generation, their speech
would be more similar to their school,

Tracking
Swedish-American
English

Angela Kmtadt

neighborhood, and occupational
peers, and little trace of their particular heritage would be apparent.
[Note: In Minnesota and in Minneapolis (my home town) the "Minnesota accent" lives on, easily recognizable by those from other regions
and by those like myself who have
lived elsewhere for many years. This
is not addressed in Karstadt's book,
but my own view is that the high proportion of Swedes and other Scandinavians settling in the area has
affected the speech of not only their
own descendants but of the population at large even into the 21st
century. (Unlike Chicago, a center for
"Standard English," which had as
many Swedes but not as large a proportion in the total population consisting of many groups. This tended
to homogenize the English spoken
there.)]
In her book, Angela Karstadt
seeks to illuminate in great detail the
general patterns of speech among
Swedish Americans, using studies
from two principal locations. The
first is Minneapolis, MN, an urban
area in which many Swedish immigrants settled, and Lindsborg, KS, a
small town in a predominantly rural
setting. Minneapolis received an almost constant flow of immigrants
from Sweden between the Civil War
(1865) and World War I (1918). Lindsborg, on the other hand, was settled
in only a few years in the 1860's.
Karstadt conducted over seventy
recorded interviews among residents
of both locations, and also listened
to hundreds of taped interviews
conducted by other researchers as
part of her study. She has attempted
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to look at variations between locations, among generations, and even
examines the evolution of speech in
the same person from an early age
to late in life. Case studies and many
examples of dialogues between
interviewer and person interviewed
are included in the text.
Ms. Karstadt grew up in Lindsborg, KS , in close contact with many
Swedish Americans, although she
herself is not. She developed a strong
interest in linguistics, and studied at
the University of Minnesota. She
received her Ph.D. in English at Minnesota and later studied and did research at Uppsala University in
Sweden. She is now senior lecturer
in English linguistics at Gavle University College in Gavle, Sweden.
This book is an expansion of Karstadt's doctoral dissertation which
she prepared at the University of
Minnesota.
For the lay person who has an
interest in the language experience
of Swedish Americans or a curiosity
about the origins of the patterns of
speech of their own relatives or
friends, this book is heavy reading
with marginal satisfaction. The chapters are heavily laced with the jargon
of scholars of linguistics, and drawing simple or generalized conclusions
from the abundance of data presented is far from easy. A sample excerpt from one of the chapters:
(Chapter 3, Relatives in Contact,
page 93):
Tokens of 653 syntaxicised relative
clauses are analyzed quantitatively,
after which I turn to a discussion of
how discourse-governed structures
compensate or counterbalance strategies from the syntactic plane (Section 6). My purpose in the qualitative
section is to illustrate how some
elderly immigrant speakers mobilize
pragmatic particles - specifically
discourse markers and deictic particles - to boost a syntactic arrangement that is more coordinating than
subordinating. Thus the chapter

presents some preliminary evidence
for investigating the crossroads of
syntax and pragmatic particles
between Swedish and English .
Though the 1I".ocus . . .. ,,
Most of the author's text is much
like the above. A welcome relief is to
read some of the many transcribed
interviews of the many subjects of
the study, to read their actual words
and expressions. I turned to Chapter
7, Conclusions, to see what it was the
author learned from her study.
This chapter was equally difficult
to digest and I found mostly a
summary of the work described in
other chapters, little in the way of
useful conclusions, and an ambitious
program offurther study. Among the
conclusions I was able to extract
were: Language evolves over time,
speakers adjust their speech to better suit the person being spoken to
or to better show their identity,
speech among Swedish-born speakers varies from that spoken by
Swedes born in the U.S., and so on.
The reader longs for simple conclusions simply stated.
For the linguistics scholar, this
work no doubt adds substantially to
the previous work and to the literature of Swedish-American English.
Karstadt documents her work
thoroughly and gives credit to those
upon whose work she has drawn,
including Folke Hedblom, Einar
Haugen, Nils Hasselmo, and several
others. There is an extensive bibliography and a complete index to assist users.
Dennis L. Johnson

Chicago,
Chicago ...
Finding Your Chicago Ancestors:
A Beginner's Guide to Family
History in the City and Cook
County, Grace DuMelle, softcover,
321 pages , Lake Claremont Press,
Chicago, 2005 (www.Amazon .com,
$11 .53).

The Chicago metropolitan area has
a population of over 8 million people,
two-thirds of the population of the
state of Illinois. It has the greatest
number of Swedish-Americans of
any state. If your roots are in the
Midwest, chances are you have an
ancestor or relative who lives or at
one time lived in Chicago - it was a
destination for many immigrants
from Sweden from soon after its
beginnings in the 1830's until the
second decade of the twentieth
century. The famous Swedish American poet and writer Carl Sandburg
(1878-1967), born in Galesburg, IL,
lived and worked in Chicago from
1913 to 1928. While there, he immortalized the growing city with his
poem "Chicago," (1916) which begins
with these well-known lines: "Hog
butcher for the world, Tool Maker,
Stacker of Wheat, Player with Railroads and the Nation's Freight Handler; Stormy, husky, brawling, City of
the Big Shoulders: . . . ."
My mother's mother (Mormor)
first lived in Chicago for a few years
soon after she immigrated as a girl
of 18 from Smaland. There she
worked as a maid for a wealthy doc-
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tor in the 1880's until she met my
grandfather, an immigrant railroad
worker from Dalsland. They moved
to Nebraska, and later Minnesota, as
farmers. My wife was born in Chicago, where her parents were living
in the mid-1930's. One of my uncles
attended North Park College in Chicago, and there are other family
connections with that great city.
Finding Your Chicago Ancestors is
a very complete and useful guide to
searching for ancestors or other relatives in and around Chicago, written
by family historian and experienced
researcher Grace DuMelle. The book
is well organized into two parts, the
first being "getting your questions
answered," and the second is practical advice in doing research and
using various types of sources of information. Checklists of points to
remember are included at the end of
each chapter making this volume one
to bring along with you as you visit
various archives, libraries, and
sources of records. Samples of many
resource documents are reproduced
in the book, with tips on how to read
and interpret them for all useful information.
DuMelle's guide is most useful for
those who are beginning their research and seeking ancestors on this
side of the Atlantic, or for Swedes
who may be tracing relatives who left
Sweden for Chicago. Since the book
deals with all records regardless of
ethnic origins, it is also a good guide
for those with blended ancestry
beyond only Swedish. The author
takes you through the basics of getting started, birth and baptismal
records, census records, baptismal,
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marriage and death records, and
many other special types of records
where useful information may be
found. The nuts and bolts of finding,
using, and interpreting various types
of records are spelled out in detail,
with special attention to the kinds of
pitfalls a researcher can run into.
Step-by-step strategies for researching as efficiently as possible
are spelled out, to help readers avoid
wasting steps or following false
paths.
Although this book is mainly
focused oii research in Chicago ,
many of the record are very similar
in most other larger cities in the U.S.
For example, U.S. census records are
alike for each census year throughout
the U.S., and many state and local
records are similar from one place to
another. Techniques of finding and
searching newspapers for birth, marriage, and death notices will be similar in most cities and towns, and tips
on finding residence locations, occupations, gravesites, and other sources will also be usable for many other
locations. Persons doing genealogical
research in almost any U.S. location
will find this book very useful despite
its concentration on research in Chicago.
Chicago has a unique resource in
its Newberry Library on Washington
Square Park. The local and family
history section on the second floor
has census, city directory, and biographical research collections including biographical dictionaries, indexes to vital records, and a growing
collection of Chicago Lutheran
Church records and cemetery records. Chicago newspapers, maps,
and local histories are also available,
and the reference desk staff is very
helpful. Other Chicago area research
facilities are also listed, with summaries of what you can expect to find
there. Many other cities have their
own special resources such as the
Newberry, which can be sought out
by researchers.

For researchers in Chicago, this
book is matchless as a guide for both
beginners and more advanced research. It will be found extremely
useful for researchers, both for its
general guidance and for the many
useful tips in using research facilities. Included also are many Chicagoarea and general websites, and lists
of specific ethnic resources.
Included among the Swedish
sources are the Swedish American
Museum Center at 5211 No. Clark
Street, the Swenson Center Immigration Research Center in Rock Island, IL, and the F.M. Johnson
Archives and Special Collections of
North Park University, 3225 West
Foster Avenue, in Chicago. The latter documents the history of Swedish
immigrants in Chicago and holds the
Swedish-American Archives of
Greater Chicago.
Dennis L. Johnson

Old Swedes
in Kansas
Sunset Home. 100 Years of Caring.
1905-2005. A book of celebration.

By the Sunset Home Society. 2005,
140 pages, photos, name index .
More information from Susan Hoppe
<hoppe257@sbcglobal.net>
This is a book about a thriving institution in Cloud County in North
Central Kansas, a rural area with
many Swedes. It was started in 1905
when an old missionary of the Swe-
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dish Baptists, August Johnson, felt
that his days soon would be over. He
gave all the money he had, about
$100, and then became the first guest
at the Sunset Home. An important
donation was also made by Olof Anderson and his wife from the Gotland
community north of Concordia, as
they donated their farm, which gave
some financial stability to the home.
The first home was located in Clay
Center, but also open to Concordia
residents.
When the need for an expansion
became apparent, the Home was
moved to Concordia, as the local businesses there offered better support
than Clay Center, both in cash and
in reduced rates for water and electricity.
So the story goes on, told first in a
25 year chapter and then decade by
decade. The story is well illustrated
by many photos and newspaper
clippings. In the early years the
Home had two dining rooms, a Swed-

ish one and an American one, so the
old folks should feel at home.
In the 1930s and 1940s Mr. L.R.
Graves recorded both staff and
guests in his special notebook, where
he notes charteristics of people and
their duties, if any. He writes about
himself Empties trash cans at both
buildings. Works in the American
dining room after each meal, taking
dirty dishes to kitchen and returning
them clean for next meal. Helps with
laundry and repairs broken furniture
and other necessary work requiring
his attention.
Interviews with both staff people
and guests adds interesting insights
in the Home life. There are notes on
elephant collections, dust storms,
and much more.
I like this book very much, and I
just hope that there are very many
retirement homes like this one.
Elisabeth Thorsell

ACol legue
The Swedish American Historical
Quarterly. 2005:4, October. More
information:
www.swedishamericanhist.org

This issue of SAHQ has two major articles, When Fredrika Bremer
Came to Charleston, by Rev. Lennart
Pearson; and Scandinavia ns in
Washington Politics, by George W.
Scott.
A separate supplement contained
the Swedish-Amer ican Bibliography
2004, compiled by Ulf Jonas Bjork,
Yngve Turesson, and Mariann
Tiblin.

New and Notew orthy
(short notes on interesting books and articles)
Window on the Past, the Harris, McBride, Russell, and Bivans Families, by Lila Harris Kikwood and Wendy
Ruth Kirkwood, Gateway Press, Inc., Baltimore, MD., 2004, Softcover, 121 Pages. Available from L. Kirkwood,
$17.00 plus $3.00 shipping, contact <dkirkwood@ maine.rr.com > One of the four families traced in this book,
the Harris family, has Swedish roots. Includes a genealogy, photographs and an index of names of related
persons. The author traces her roots through six generations to one Adam Johansson, from Gammelgarn, Gotland. See also SAG 1996:4, and 2000:4.
The Swedish Ancestry Research Association (SARA) of Worcester, Mass., <www.sarass ociation.org/ > has a
monthly new letter, but also publishes a journal, The SARA Journal, which appeared recently with issue VII
(2005). The focus this time is on the province of bstergotland, which is presented by a map, some general
information and a number of postcards in color or b/w, some rather old and some quite new. Then there is an
article about the "Swedish National Federation of Worcester", which tells a lot about the Swedish life in Worcester.
Another article, "Halsning {ran Sverige - The Mjolby Nybergs" is of a more genealogical nature, based on a
collection of postcards in the possession of a member, Bob Cumming.
When reorganising a part of her library, your editor found a long forgotten little book, Stockholm Cemeteries,
Wright County, Minnesota, printed in 1995 by the Park Genealogical Books. These 32 pages lists several hundred burials, most of them with Swedish names, from 1869 onwards. Many inscriptions mention the place of
birth, sometimes rather garbled, but still ... Park Genealogical Books <http://www. parkbooks.co m/> has a
nice catalog with more cemetery transcriptions from othe counties in Minnesota.
The newest issue of Family Tree Magazine (Feb. 2006) lists 365 tips for tracing and improving your genealogical
searches, tips that will keep most of us busy for another year.
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Genealogical Queries
Genealogical queries from subscribers to Swedish American Genealogist will be listed here free of charge on a
"space available" basis. The editor reserves the right to edit these queries to conform to a general format. The
inquirer is responsible for the contents of the query.
We would like to hear about your success if you receive useful information as a result of placing a query in this
publication. Please send us your feedback, and we will endeavor to report your new discoveries in this section of the
journal.
Petersson, Petersdotter, Svensson, Svensdotter

We are writing my wife's family history, and we are trying to locate her Svensson family from Vetlanda, Sweden.
Father: Sven Jonas Petersson, b. 25 Sep. 1843 in Vetlanda, Smal., d. 10 August 1913 in Peterslund cottage, Vetlanda. Mother: Fredrika Charlotta Petersdotter, b. 27 April 1841 in Backseda, Smal. Sven Jonas and Fredrika
Charlotta had nine children, and six of the children immigrated to America. We have only been able to trace them
to New York and need help in locating them. They were:
1. Ida Mathilda Amanda Svensdotter, b. 8 Nov. 1869 in Backseda, immigrated 16Aug. 1887.
2. Gustaf Alfred Svensson, b. 26 April 1872 in Backseda, immigrated 15 March 1889.
3. Arvid Svensson, b. 4 Jan. 1876 in Vetlanda, immigrated 21 March 1890.
4. Anna Emilia Svensdotter, b. 5 August 1877 in Vetlanda, immigrated 21 March 1890 with her brother Arvid.
5. Sofia Lovisa Svensdotter, b. 4 April 1880 in Vetlanda, immigrated 28 Sep. 1901.
6. Per Otto Svensson, b. 28 Sep. 1895, immigrated 23 Sep. 1910.
Burton R. Lundquist, 6960 E . Morning Vista Lane, Scottsdale, AZ 85262. Phone: 480 502 1964.
1258
E-mail: <BurtonRLundquist@aol.com>
Andersson, Bennett

I am looking for my maternal grandfather's (morfars) brothers, who left from Kungsholmen in Stockholm, and we
do not know where they ended lip. There are rumours about Duluth, but we do not know. Another brother is said to
have spent some time in England and assumed the surname Bennett, which the brothers also might have used.
The parents were Carl Gustaf Andersson, b. 22 Aug. 1853 in Lidingo, Uppl., and his wife Charlotta Amalia
Zetterberg, b. 29 Oct. 1858 in Jakob, Stockholm. Their sons were:
1. Albert Nikolaus Andersson, b. 29 Aug. 1891 in Kungsholm, Stockholm, immigrated 6 June 1910 from Stockholm
with a ticket for Boston, Massachusetts, (Emihamn). He was first going to Providence, Rhode Island, but in 1917
he is found in Ingomar, Rosebud Co., where he is a farmer. In 1920 he is still there, now married to Alice B., age
23, who is a teacher from North Dakota.
2. Knut Henning Andersson, b. 22 May 1894 in Kungsholm, Stockholm, immigrated 15 Feb. 1913 from Stockholm,
not found in Emihamn.When he filled out his draft registration card in 1917 he was a farmhand at the Herman
Olson farm in Munster township, Eddy Co., North Dakota. Not found yet in the 1920 Census.
3. Erik Wilhelm Andersson, b. 24 May 1899 in Kungsholm, Stockholm, immigrated 23 April 1917 from Stockholm,
with a ticket for New York, NY, (Emihamn). According to the Ellis Island records he is on his way to brother
Albert in Montana, not found after that.
Ylua Thorsell, Matsjans uag 14, S-776 70 Vikmanshyttan, Sweden. E-mail: <mattias.thorsell@telia.com> 1259
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•• Farwell Tours - Swedish Sojourn 9-19 August 2006
•

•
:
•
•
:
•
•
•

Carl 0. Helstrom, a longtime participant
in the SAG Workshop in Salt Lake City,
has now started a new venture, Farwell
Tours.
He offers a guided tour to Sweden in
the late summer, starting out from Copenhagen, and then proceeding in a leisurely
manner in a luxury coach through Swe-

den, via Halmstad and the Halland Coast,
Vaxjo, House of Emigrants and the Minnesota Day, The Kingdom of Crystal, Vadstena, Linkoping, Biskopskulla, and Uppsala. From Uppsala there will be tours to
bsterbybruk (Walloons), Skokloster, and
Gripsholm , and more. The tour ends with
some of the attractions in Stockholm.

•

•
For more information, contact Farwell •
•
Tours, c/o Carl 0. Helstrom, 1107 Allen •
Street, New Cumberland , PA 17070. •
•
Telephone : 717-774-1063

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Interesting Web Sites
(All links have been tried in Feb. 2006 and should work)

Old and complete scanned Nordic books: http://runeberg. org/
About the hospital in Filipstad (one of the oldest in the country, in Swedish):
http://hem.spray .se/akha/hasse/i ndex.html
Gotland - The Viking Island: http://www.viki nggotland.com/e ng/index.shtml
Download of Adobe Reader 7.0: http://www.adob e.com/products/ acrobat/readstep 2.html
Hakan Bergstrom's web site (much Viirmland):
http://www.hoss erudkullen.se/fo rskning/index_e ng_slakt.html
Where are the Swedes? http://www.epo dunk.com/ances try/Swedish.htm l
Tom Lundeens Swedish Roots (Ostergotland and South):
http://www.lund een.org/genealo gy.html
More immigrants to Canada:
http://www.dcs. uwaterloo.ca/%7 Emarj/genealog y/thevoyage.htm l
Comprehensive web site for Minnesota: http://www.dalb ydata.com/user. php?action=cem search
Palmer List ofmerchant vessels: http://www.geoc ities.com/mppra etorius/
Comprehensive web site for St. Louis County (Duluth), Minnesota:
http://www.root sweb.com/~mns tloui/
Maps, and more maps: http://oddens.ge og.uu.nl/index.p hp
Transcriptions from various British 18th Century Newspapers:
http://freepages. genealogy.roots web.com/~dutill ieul/index.html
Latin for beginners :
http://www.nati onalarchives.go v.uk/latin/begin ners/reference/d efault.htm
Various digitized old newspapers (USA, Canada, Mexico etc.):
http://www.pape rofrecord.com/D efault.asp
Passenger Lists: http://members. aol.com/rprost/p assenger.html

Stockholm from the Baltic Sea side in 1862. From Ny Illustrerad Tidning 1862.
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The Last Page
Dear Friends,
This issue concludes the 25th year
of publishing the Swedish American
Genealogist, and we are happy to see
that this little baby has grown up to
an eager youth, ready for new directions as new technology offers new
challenges.
SAG was founded by my dear old
friend Nils William Olsson, and it is
a pleasure for me to present yet another article from his hand in this
issue.
When going through all the articles and other things found in the
Index, that starts on the next page,
it was impressive to see the width
and breadth of Nils William's writings. But for that matter, during the
years many valuable articles have
been found on the SAG pages, for
instance by Erik Wiken, former
LEARN A NEW LANGUAGE
AND CULTURE AT AN ADULT
OR FAMILY PROGRAM AT
SJOLUNDEN, .THE SWEDISH
LANGUAGE VILLAGE

Danish & Swedish Family Fun
Weekend
April 6-9, 2006
Swedish Adult Weekend
April 27-30, 2006
Swedish Elderhostel
October 15-21, 2006
Contact:
Concordia Language VIiiages
8659 Thorsonvelen NE
Bemidji, MN 56601

1-800-450-2214
Email: clvevent@conl.edu
Website: ConconliaLanguageVillages.org

•

~,~

CONCORDIA
•:=,11)~• LANGUAGE
~j~~ VILLAGES

•

A program of Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, USA
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editor James "Fritz" Erickson, John
Norton, Peter Stebbins Craig,just to
mention a few.
New writers, both from "Amerika"
and Sweden are most welcome. Stories about working life, doing household chores in new, unknown surroundings, working in factories in
New England, etc. are most welcome.
We also want your old pictures, not
just Grandpa and Grandma's wedding, but also Grandpa changing a
tire on his new car, and Grandma
working on that magnificent quilt,
that is now a prized heirloom in the
family. Stories and pictures about all
aspects oflife in the New World. At
the same time we welcome stories
about those that stayed at home, and
kept Sweden going.

You can
buy
back
issues of old
SAGs
from
Jill Seaholm
at the
Swenson
Center.
Just send
an e-mail
to
<Swseaholm
@augustana.
edu>
and tell
her
what
you
want!

In my vision SAG helps us to
understand the conditions oflife that
more or less forced many to leave
their homes, to start a new life in the
new country, and how they adjusted.
But it is also important to understand and know more about the old
country, how that changed with the
times and became the country it is
these days.
I have good hopes for the future of
SAG, and I hope you will keep me
company forwards , and perhaps even
help to increase the number of SAG
readers. We are just about 1.100, and
there are almost 4 million in the U.S.
that claim Swedish heritage - what
a challenge to get those to subscribe!
Elisabeth Thorsell

•••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•

SAG Workshop

:

Salt Lake City

:

:

15 - 22 Oct. 2006

:

••
••

•

•

•
Welcome to join our happy group of
••
in
Library
History
Family
the
at
researchers
:
Salt Lake City!
:

•

••
••
:
:

•
:
:
:

•••

•
•
The SAG Workshop is the highlight of the •

year - a fun learning experience and a
chance to do your Swedish genealogy with
hands-on help from experienced Swedish
genealogists.
The social side includes welcome and
farewell receptions, a buffet dinner & entertainment, Swedish movies, etc.
Contact Karna Olsson at 207-338-0057
or e-mail: sagworkshop@yahoo.co m
Limited number of spaces!

••

:
:
•
:
:
:
•

•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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SAG Index
1981 - 2005
Some things are not found in this index, such as the annual indexes of names,
place names, and ships. They are found in #4 every year up to 2003. Genealogical
queries are found in every issue. Handwriting examples are found in ·every issue
from 2004:1.

Articles
Sorted _b y author
Aberg, Alf, Soldiers' Surnames in
Sweden, 1984:3
Abrahamsson, L.G., To Find Him
Alone, 2005:3
Ahs, Ewert, With Alvdal People
Among the Shakers in America,
2001:3
Alexanderson, Earl M., Early
Swedes in Arizona, 1996: 1
Aminoff, Sten, Swedish Emigration
to North America via Hamburg
1850-1870, 1985:3
Anderberg, Elisabeth, The Story of
the Mistelas Murder, 2002:2
Anderson, Bruce William, My Search
for Angermanland Ancestors in
Sweden and America, 2002:1
Anderson, Edith E., The Ancestors
of Peter Anderson, 1996:2
- Swedish Immigrants in a Rural
Wisconsin Community, 1999:1
- Great-grandmother's Strange
Name Change, 2004:2
Anderson, Harry H., Possessions of
A Swedish Pioneer, 1988: 1
- Carl Sandburg as a Political Candidate, 1990: 1
- Notes on Bror Emil Cederstrom,
1988:3
Anderson, John Robert, The Genealogical Workshop, 1985:2

Anderson, Philip J., When N.W.O.
Was W.N.O.: Nils William Olsson's
Early Literary and Journalistic
Career to 1935, 1999:2/3
Anderson, Robert P., Expanding
Genealogical Research: The Information Super Highway, 1996: 1
- Don't Look Too Close - You May
Find a Horse Thief1 A Genealogical
Expose, 2001:1
Andreen, Gustav, Soderblom and the
Augustana Synod, 2005:2
Annestrand, Stig, Swedish Roots in
Oregon, 2003:3
Asp, Jan Sokody, I Found the Needle!
2005:4
Banks, Lindie Lindstrom, My Angels
of Genealogy, 1995:2
Barr, Elinor B., The Jacob Fahlstrom
Challenge, 2005:4
Barton, Ann Johnson, Portrait of an
Immigrant Nebraska Homesteader, 1996:1
-A Twist of Fate, 2000:3
- A Swedish-American Drama,
2001:3
- Revelations of a Homestead File,
2001:1
-A Story in a Scrapbook, 2001:4
Barton, H. Arnold, An Historian as
Genealogist, 1999:2/3
- Swedish-American Organizations:
SAHS, 2004: 1

Baumann, Roger F, Nils William
Olsson: Father of Swedish Council of America, 1999:2/3
Beijbom, Ulf, The Research Center
at the Emigrant Institute in Vaxjo,
1982:2
- Swedish Emigrant Institute's Research Scholarship 1999, 1998:4
- The America Letter, 1999:2/3
- Swedish Emigrant Institute's Research Scholarship 2001, 2000:4
- Swedish Emigrant Institute's Research Scholarship 2002, 2001:4
-America in My Childhood, 2002:2
Bengtson, Thomas, Comparing Parish Records: Veddige and Batavia,
1999:4
Bengtsson, Georg, Hans Mattson The Onnestad Lad Who Became
Immigrant, Colonel, and Minnesota Politician, 1988:4
Berg, Lars Otto, Swedish Parish
Records on Microfiche, 1985:3
Bergendoff, Conrad, No memories
are Dearer Than Those I have
from Vespers, 2005:4
Bern, Carol J., Old Issue Revisited,
2003:2
Bern, Hal, From Goteborg to Galesburg, 2000:1
- Swedish Nobility in Knox County,
Illinois, 2003:3
-A Promise Fulfilled, 2003:4
- Long Ago and Far Away, 2005:2
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Bjork, Ulf Jonas, Nils F:son Brown
and the Decline of the SwedishAmerican Press, 1910-1940,
1999:2/3
,
Blanck, Dag, SVAR's Operation at
Swenson Center, 1991:1
- Academic Migration: Sweden and
the United States, 1999:2/3
- Conference on Immigrant Letters,
2004:4
Blomstedt, Yrjo, Changing Uses of
Genealogical Research in Finland,
1992:1
Bode, Marilyn, From Sweden to
Iowa: The Lawson Family, 2004:3
Brandelle, G.A., On Both Sides of the
Atlantic, 2005:4
Branigar, Thomas, Swedes in the
1880 Census of Dickinson County,
Kansas, 1994: 1
Brolander, Glen E., Nils William Olsson: The Genealogist of Swedish
America, 1999:2/3
-William Uggla-ACivil War Swede,
1981:3
Busterno, Sheryl Berquist, A Swedish
Passenger List from 1902, 1985:2
- A Swedish Passenger List from
1902. II, 1985:3
Carlson, Robert M., Did My Mother
Know What I know?, 2003:1
- Serendipity in Genealogical Research, 2003:4
Carlsson, Anita, Hunting for American Relatives, 2005:4
Carlsson, P Allan, Looking for My
Family on Oland, 1987:3
Carlsson, Sten, My American Cousins, 1984:4
- The Colonists of New Sweden
1638-1655: Their Geographical
and Social Background, 1992:2
- Three Swedish Expeditions to
NorthAmerica 1642-1649, 1988:1
Cassady, Michael, and Nils William
Olsson, A Swedish Passenger List
from 1857, 1986:2
Clemensson, Per, Emigration Research - Step by Step, 1991:2
- Letters from Emigrants in the
Archive of Broderna Larsson &
Co., 1999:2/3
- Absconded Swedish Seamen
- Emigrants? 1992:4
- Letter to the Editor, 2005:1
Cole, Donna Dahlman, The Dahlmans of Looking Glass, Nebraska,
2000:1
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Craig, Peter Stebbins, The Stille
Family in America 1641-1772,
1986:4
-The 1693 Census of the Swedes on
the Delaware, 1989: 1
-The 1693 Census of the Swedes on
the Delaware. Part 2, 1989:3
-The 1693 Census of the Swedes on
the Delaware. Part 3, 1990:1
-The 1693 Census of the Swedes on
the Delaware. Part 4, 1990:3
- The 1693 Census of the Swedes on
the Delaware. Parts 5 and 6,
1991:1
-The 1693 Census of the Swedes on
the Delaware. Part 7, 1991:3
- The 1693 Census of the Swedes on
the Delaware. Additions and Corrections, 1992:1
- The Odyssey of Andrew Friend's
Swedish Bible, 1996: 1
- New Sweden Settlers, 1638-1664.
Part 1 (1638-1640), 1996:1
-A Bell for Gloria Dei (Old Swedes)
Church in Philadelphia, 1996:2
- New Sweden Settlers, 1638-1664,
Part 2 (1641), 1996:3
- New Sweden Settlers, 1638-1664,
Part 3 (1643), 1997:1
- The Mystery of Benjamin Bjorn
(Bioren), 1997:2
- New Sweden Settlers, 1638-1664.
Part 4 (1644-1653), 1997:3
- New Sweden Settlers, 1638-1644.
Part 5 (1654), 1998:1
- New Sweden Settlers, 1638-1664.
Part 6 (1654, continued), 1998:3
- New Sweden Settlers, 1638-1664.
Part 7 (1656), 1999:1
- Charter Members of the Old
Swedes' Churches on the Delaware, 1699-1700, 1999:2/3
- New Sweden Settlers, 1638-1664.
Part 8 (1663-1664), 1999:4
- The Delaware Finns of Colonial
America, 2001:1
Dagman, Stieg-Erland, GustafMellberg - From Swedish Academician
to American Farmer, 1983:4
- The Emigrant's Departure, 1986:2
Dahllof, Tell G., Swedish American
Directories, 1982:4
Dahlstrand, Nils, The Hans and Karin Story, 2004:4
Darrow, John E., Vastergotland
Immigrants in New Britain, CT,

1986:1
Dearborn, David Curtis, Abraham
Forsskol: An Early Swede in
Maine, 1985:1
Dixon, Ruth Priest, Protection Certificates Issued to Swedish Seamen in Philadelphia 1824-1861,
1995:2
Dooley, Shelly Dobbs, Young Ladies'
Boarding Schools in Sweden and
South Carolina, 1998:4
-A Tale of Two Brothers, 2000:3
Douhan, Bernt, The Walloons in
Sweden, 1982: 1
Dozier, Olive Ione Engleen, Ancestors
and Descendants of Anders Persson Pierrou, 1986: 1
Erickson, James E., The Hjulsjo
(Ore.) to Stambaugh, MI Migration Axis, 1991:1
- First Covenant Church, St. Paul,
MN Members 1874-1905, 1993:1
- First Covenant Church, St. Paul,
MN Members 1874-1905 (Continued), 1993:2
- First Covenant Church, St. Paul,
MN Members 1874-1905 (Continued), 1993:3
- First Covenant Church, St. Paul,
MN Members 1874-1905 (Conclusion), 1993:4
- St. Ansgar's Academy, East Union,
MN Students 1863-1876, 1995:1
- Jacob Fahlstrom's Declaration of
Intention, 1995:2
- Johan Ferdinand Peterson: Minnesota Pioneer and Civil War Casualty, 1995:2
- Scandinavian Methodist Episcopal
Church St. Paul, Minn., Marriages, 1858-1885, 1995:3
- Scandinavian Methodist Episcopal
Church St. Paul, MN Baptisms,
1857-1885, 1996:1
- Declarations of Intention by Four
Pioneer Swedes, 1997:2
- Central Minnesota and Northwestern Wisconsin Dop-Bok
1884-1887, 1997:3
- Dale Covenant Church, Hawley,
MN, Members, 1886-1954, 1998:1
- Dale Covenant Church, Hawley,
MN, Families, 1998:2
- The Beechwood Tragedy, 1999: 1
- Introduction, 1999:2/3
-Two Surveys on SAG, 1999:2/3
- Genealogical Workshop, 2000:1
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- Swedes Listed in Edward's St. Paul
Census Report and City Directory,
1873, 2000: 1
- Lan (County) or Landskap (Province)?: Implications of Recent
County Name Changes for Genealogists, 2000: 1
- Genealogical Workshop, 2000:2
-The Clue Was on a Postcard, 2000:3
-Genealogical Workshop: Records of
an Immigrant Family. Part 1,
2000:3
- Genealogical Workshop: Records of
an Immigrant Family. Part 2,
2000:4
- Genealogical Workshop: Records of
an Immigrant Family. Part 3,
2001:1
- Genealogical Workshop: Records of
an Immigrant Family. Part 4,
2001:2
- Genealogical Workshop: Records of
an Immigrant Family. Addendum,
2001:3
- Genealogical Workshop : Documents Carried by a Swedish Emigrant in 1920, 2002:1
- Vilhelm Moberg's Relatives -Morbroder, Moster, and Syster - in the
United States, 2002:2
- Residents of Swede Hollow, St.
Paul, Minnesota, 1873-85. Part 1,
2002:3
- Swede Hollow Residents, 18731885. Part 2, 2002:4
- Governor Ramsey's Swedish Servant Identified, 2002:4
- and Laura J. Erickson, Scandinavian Methodist Episcopal Church,
St. Paul, MN Members, 18531860, 1994:4
- with Shirley Carter, Instructions
for Clergymen on Filling In a
Household Examination Roll in
1805, 1999:1
- and C. Eldred Erickson, Karl A.
Liljeberg alias Charles A. Greenlund, 1994:1
Erickson, Rolf E., The Chicago
Exhibition of Scandinavian-American Artists in 1929, 1989:2
- The Chicago Exhibition of Scandinavian-American Artists in 1929
(Continued), 1989:3
Erickson, Rolf H:, David Johnson Chicago's First Norwegian, 1984:2
- Repositories of ScandinavianAmerican Materials: A Partial

Directory, 1990:4
- and Nils William Olsson, Scandinavian Physicians in Chicago
1887-1921, 1986:1
Finnell, Arthur Louis, Burials in the
St. Ansgarius Church (Minneapolis) 1892-1900, 1982:2
- Marriages in the St. Ansgarius
Church (Minneapolis) 1892-1898,
1982:3
- Births and Baptisms in the St.
Ansgarius Church (Minneapolis)
1882-1900, 1983:2
- Swedish Episcopalians in Litchfield, MN 1891-1905, 1987:1
Fogelberg, Torbjorn, Swedish Glassworkers as Emigrants, 1992:2
Forsell, M.J., The First Swedish
Bride in Minnesota, 2001:4
Friman, Axel, Lewis Ransome Freeman - A Swedish American Author, 1981:4
- The Case of Herman Freeman alias
Harman Strome, 1983:2
- 150 Years Since First Swedes Arrived In Wisconsin, 1988:4
Froberg, Francis, My Swedish Connections, 1992:3
Gillingstam, Hans, A Walloon Contract from 1623, 1982:2
- and Esth er V. H emming, The
Lindquist (Lindqvist) Family from
Avesta, 1984:3
Granath, Arthur E ., Some Comments on Swedish American ByN ames, 1983:2
Griffin, Louise Benson, How We Lost
Carl Sandburg, 1996: 1
Grundstrom, Bertil, Index ofVarmland Names in Swedish American
Parish Records, 1987:1
Guernsey, A.H., Folk Life in Sweden
1871, 2003:2
Gustafson, Augusta Charlotte, Memories ofVrigstad and Des Moines,
2001:2
Gustafson, Delores J. , How to Give
Your Husband a Kingdom in Five
Easy Steps, 1992:4
Gustafson, Robert J., Finnish Lapland Lineages, 1988:4
Gustavson, Erik, The Emigrant Register of Karlstad, 1982:4
Haggman, Bertil & Lars Gjertveit,
Swedish Generals and Colonels in
Gray 1861-1865, 2001 :3

Halsey, Joanne, Anna Oleson Heighstedt: Early Minneapolis Photographer, 2000:2
Hammerstrom, Lawrence G., Bengt
Aronson - Swedish Master Builder (1845-1922), 1988:3
- Norden Society Members in Minneapolis, 1990:2
Hanson, George B., How the Peter
Cassel Party Crossed Pennsylvania, 1995:4
- On the Death of Gustaf Teodor
Berglind: A Police Report, 2001:4
- Finding Anna-Kerstin, 2002:4
- Hildur and John, 2003:4
Hanson, Henry, Swedish American
By-names, 1982:4
Hard af Segerstad, Nils, Genealogical Research in Sweden, 1984:2
Harris, Charles, In America He Took
the Name, 1999:4
Hasleton, Elaine Helgeson, John
Augustus Nyden, Swedish-American Architect, 1991:1
-The Nyden Collection, 1991:1
Hauffman, Curt, A Note on Sven
Aron Ponthan, 1985:3
- On the Ruhlin Ancestry, 1987:4
-An Oral Tradition in Skane - Fact
or Fiction?, 1992:1
Hayes, Paul G., Hokey's Awful Secret, 2000:3
Hedblom, Falke, Swedish Personal
Names in America, 1985:1
H elgerson, Arthur A., A Curate's
Notes on Colporteurs and Mission
Friends, 2001:3
Helstrom, Jr, Carl 0., Finding Surprising Ties to Halland Swedes,
2003:2
Hemp el, William J., The Saga of
Sella and John Nelson, 2005 :1
Hendricks, Charles H., My Ancestors
Have Their Day(s) in Court,
1992:3
- Replacement Naming in Sweden
and America, 1993: 1
- Whatever Happened to the Old
Buffalo Hunter?, 1993:3
- Longevity and Mortality Among
My Swedish Ancestors, 1994:3
Herlenius, Emil, Anders Blomberg:
Parish Tailor, Preacher, and Emigrant, 2001:3
Hermanson, Dorothy Curtis, Grandma Storm, 86 Years Young, 2003:3
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Hildebrand, Carver Edstrom, David
Edstrom Swedish American Sculptor, 1990:1
Hoff, Henry B., Early Swedes on St.
Eustatius, 1983:3
- Additional Early Swedes on St.
Eustatius, 1984:3
Horne, Lucille, Have You Checked
Canadian Passenger Lists? 1999:4
Houle, Thomas, The Mysteries of
Anders Klofverstedt, 2000: 1
Hulan, Richard, Swedish-American
Guitar Makers, 1991:1
Jagerskiold, Stig, Who Was Lewis
Gustavi? 1988:4
Jansson, Birger, Sven Andersson/
Swante Palm - His Early Life in
Sweden, 1992: 1
Johansson, Carl-Erik, A Scandinavian Soldier's Life, 1994:2
Johansson, Lars-Goran, Swedish
Parish Records in North America,
1996:4
Johansson, Lars-Ove, The Swedish
Bishop Hill-Society, 2004:2
Johansson, Nils, An Emigrant Letter
from 1853, 1992:3
Johnson, Dennis L., From Bralanda
to Bernadotte, 1992:1
- Listening to the Prairie (part 1),
2004:1
- The Philadelphia Viking Symposium, 2004:2
- Listening to the Prairie (part 2),
2004:2
- Listening to the Prairie (part 3),
2004:3
- Genomics: A New Tool for Genealogists, 2005:4
Johnson, Janet Hobbs, A Second
Cousin In Every Corner, 1985:4
Johnson, Ronald J., Alien Registration in Minnesota, 1918: Swedes
in Waseca County, 1999:2/3
- Destination: La Brassa. A Research
Anecdote from the SAG Workshop
in Salt Lake City, 2000:2
- My Searching for the Origins of
Charles William Brandborg,
2001:4
Johnson, Scott, Unraveling the Mysteries ofVattlosa Parish, 1988:2
Jonmyren, Kerstin, Gotland and the
Genealogist: What is Common and
What is Different? 2002:4
- An Emigrant's Different Story,
2004:1
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- Names in Sweden Throughout History, 2004:3
Joslyn, Roger D., Deaths of Swedes
in U.S. Marine Hospital, Charlestown, MA, 1985:2
Kellstrand, Dorothy and Joan Foss,
The Andersson-Larson Family of
Soder Mark, Svarta, 2001:1
Kirkwood, Lila and Wendy, HuldaJohannesson from Jonkoping, 1996:4
- Tracing the Footsteps of an Estonian in Gotland, 2000:4
Kolle, Nils, Castle Garden Revisited,
1985:2
Kvist, Roger, Ernst von Vegesack- a
Swedish Officer in the Civil War,
1995:2
- The Swedish Union Guards of
Bishop Hill during the Civil War,
1996:3
- The Galesburg Light Guards During the Civil War, 1997:2
- Silfversparre's Battery During the
Civil War, 1997:4
Lagevik, Elsa, The Caroline Manifest
of 1856, 1987:1
Leaf, Helene Norlin, Norlin Letters:
Goteborg 1909 and Chicago 1912,
2001:2
- The Story of a Box, 2004:4
Leonard, Michael R., Ellis Island
Arrival Records Computerized
and Available by 2000, 1999:1
Lewis, F. Ray, A Swedish Colony in
Gove County, KS, 1991:3
Liedman, Ingrid, and Ina Samuelson, Better Than a Dream, 1989:4
Limberg, Lennart, A Returning Shoemaker, 1999:2/3
Lindback, Ola -& Henry Ronnback,
Siknas People - Where Are You?,
2004:4
Linde, Birger, The Story of a Swedish
Hussar and his Torp, 1991:4
Lindell, Lisa, Searching for Sissa,
1997:1
Livsey, Karen, A Clerical Survey,
2005:3
Ljungmark, Lars, An Improvised
Meeting with a Database, 1999:2/3
Lund, Eric R., Nils William Olsson's
Diplomatic Career, 1999:2/3
Lundberg, Glenwood, Who Was
Soldier John Berg from Farila?
2001:2

Lundeen, Joel, Lilly Setterdahl, and
Kermit Westerberg, The Swenson
Swedish Immigration Research
Center of Rock Island, 1984: 1
Lundgren, Judie, and James E.
Erickson, The Story Mother Used
to Tell About Her People, 2000:2
Marthin, Ingalena, Swedes in Wilhelmina, Canada, 2004:4
McGeehan, Carol Ogren, Swedes
Naturalized in Allegheny County,
PA 1841-1891, 1993:3
McGriff, Marilyn, The Eric Norelius
Bible, 1986: 1
McGuckin, John H., Jr., Scandinavian Tombstones in Mendocino
Co., CA, 1991:3
Merkley, Ejvor, Using the Estate Inventory (Bouppteckning) to Solve
a Genealogical Problem, 1994:3
Moberg, Vilhelm, andlngridA. Lang
(transl.), The Memoirs of My Uncle Peter Jacob Aronson, 2002:2
Moller, Fontus, Genealogical Queries
from the Swedish House ofNobles,
1987:4
- "Lost" von Knorrings in America,
1990:3
- Two Swedish Nobility Queries,
1991:3
Munsey, Bernice Ann Wilson, One
Swede in the Rush to California's
Gold, 1999:4
- Wigelius: Where Did John Wilson
Get That Name?, 2000:2
- Johannes Fredriksson/Johannes
Wigelius/John Wilson: Fifty Years
in America, 2000:4
Murray, Robert, An Swedish Immigrant from the Upper Class 1860's,
1990:2
Nelson, Bob, The Bishop Hill Colony
Database, 2003:3
Nelson, Robert J., Overcoming that
Swedish Reserve, 2001:2
Neuhaus, Elaine Larson, A Summer
Tour in the Tracks of the Ancestors, 2004:1
Nordling, Emelia Thunander, Anna
Marta's Story, 2002: 1
Nordquist, Kjell, Destination - Oskaloosa, 1988:2
Nordstrom, Fritz, Olof Stille of New
Sweden, 1986:3
Norman, Darlene Johnson, Who are
These Swedish Immigrants?
2004:3
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Norman, Hans, From Ljusnarsberg
via Ishpeming to Trade Lake,
1999:2/3
Norton, John E., Diplomat and Dissident: The Involvement of Charge
H. W. Ellsworth in the Janssonist
Emigration, 1999:2/3
- The Archbishop and Augustana,
2005:2
Nyberg, Richard, Digging Up Scandinavian Roots, 1986:2
Oakes, Larry, Search for the 'Old
Country' Enriches Life in the New,
1998:4
- Footprints of Family, 2002: 1
Odelberg, Wilhelm, Nils William Olsson and His Circle in Sweden
1948-1957, 1999:2/3
Olson, Merritt C., Two Passenger
Lists From 1869 and 1889, 1986:3
- The Ancestors and Descendants of
Olof Kjelsson of Kinderasen,
1987:2
Olsson, Karna, Fran Paulson, and
Chris Fouser, SAG Workshop Report, 2003: 1
Olsson, Christopher, The Search for
Johan Petter Axelsson's Father,
1985:3
- Chief Justice Rehnquist's Swedish
Forebears, 1989:2
Olsson, Karl A., A Glimpse of the
Genealogy of an Immigrant Book,
1989:1
Olsson, Karna, Greg Olsson, and
Chris Olsson, To our father, Nils
William Olsson, 1999:2/3
Olsson, Nils William, Immigrant
Artifacts as Genealogical Aids,
1981:1
- Swedish Genealogical Bibles,
1981:1
- Corrections and Additions to
Genealogical Books, 1981:1
- What's in a Swedish Surname,
1981:1
- The Swedes in Illinois -A Centennial, 1981:1
- Declarations of Rockford Swedes
1859-1870, 1981:1
- The Genealogical Workshop - The
Exit Permit, 1981:2
- The Swedish Brothers of Minneapolis: An Early Mutual Aid Society,
1981:2
- Declarations and Naturalizations
in New Sweden, Maine, 1981:3

- Naturalized Scandinavian Seamen
in Boston 1815-1840, 1981:3
- Swedish Burial Records in Chicago,
1981:3
- The Genealogical Workshop - The
Passport, 1981:4
- Naturalizations of Swedes in Rock
Island, IL, 1982: 1
-Corrections and Additions to Genealogical Works, 1982:1
- Who was Daniel Larsson of Haurida? 1982:3
- Emigrants from Gotland to America 1819-1890, 1982:3
- A Swedish Directory for Boston
1881, 1982:3
- Norwegian Sailor and Swedish
Local Histories, 1982:4
- The Diary of an Early Swede with
a Texas Connection, 1983:1
-A Swedish City Directory for Cleveland 1898, 1983:2
- Mount Olive, the Scandinavian
Cemetery in Chicago, 1983:3
- Naturalizations of Scandinavians
in Los Angeles County 1856-1887,
1983:3
- Swedes on the U.S.S. Monitor,
1983:3
- Additional Notes on Arvid Posse,
1983:3
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Book reviews
1981 - 2005

Sorted by book author
American Swedish Handbook, by
Swedi s h Council of America ,
1992:1
Anderson, Bruce W, Pioneer Missionary Lars Petter Lundgren and
his Wife Alma, 2005:1
Anderson, Philip J ., and Dag Blanck
(eds .), Swedes in the Twin Cities,
2004:4
- Dag Blanck and Byron J. Nordstrom (eds.), Scandinavians in Old
and New Lands, Essays in honor
ofH. Arnold Barton, 2005:2
Anuta, Mi chael J., Ships of our
Ancestors, 1993:2
Asplund, John, Annual Register of
Baptist D e nominations in N.
America, 1986:2
Barr, Elinor, The Swedish Experience in Canada: An Annotated
Bibliography, 1992:4
Baumann, Louise B. et al (eds .),The
Swedes in Omaha and South
Omaha-1889, 2005:3
Beijbom, Ulf, Slakt- och hembygdsforskning, 1981:1
B engston, H enry, On the Left in
America, 2005:2
Bergstrom, Ingrid, Ingrid: My Swedish-American Life and Adventures, 2004:1
Calin, June Peterson and Paul E.L.
Peterson, The Peterson Families
from Lenhovda, Sweden, 1982:4
Carlsson, Ullagreta (ed. ), Svenska
slaktkalenderns Personregister
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Clemensson, Per, and Kjell Andersson, Your Swedish Roots: A Stepby-Step Handbook, 2004:3
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Collin, Carl Gustav, Knektar i Konga
kompani, 1984:3
Craig, Peter Stebbins, and Henry
Wesley Yocom, Yocums of Aronameek in Philadelphia, 1648-1702,
1986:1
- The 1693 Census of the Swedes on
the Delaware, 1993:1
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landsbygd 1680-1880, 1998:2
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Esbjorn, Lars Paul, The Esbjorn
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H endricks, Charles H. , A Swedish
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Hill, Dennis Auburn, Norwegian
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Hubalek, Linda K., Butter in the
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Lewis, Anne Gillespie, So Far Away
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Liedman, Jay W, Index to the 1865
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Lindahl, Julie Catterson, On My
Swedish Island. Discovering the
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Lindmark, D., Swedishness Reconsidered: 3 Centuries of SwedishAmerican Identities, 2004:2
Ling, Hans, The Faces of New Sweden: Erik Bjork, Christina Stalcop,
& America's First Portrait Painter,
2005:1
Lund, L. Dale, and Reuben T Swanson (eds.) Swedish Omaha - Past
and Present, 1991, 1992:3
Mihelich, Josephine, Andrew Peterson & the Scandia Story, 1986: 1
Minnesota Genealogical Journal Vol.
I #1, 1984:3
Minnesota Genealogical Journal #8,
1992, 1993:1
Moen, Lynn, Voices of Ballard: Immigrant Stories from the Vanishing Generation, 2004:2
Moller, Pontus, SverigesAdelskalender 1986 (Who's Who of Swedish
Nobility), 1987:4
Naeseth, Gerhard B.,Norwegian
Immigrants to the United States:
A Biographical Directory, 1994:3
Nelson, Robert J., If We Could Only
Come to America, 2004:4
Nevius, Erin & others, The Family
Tree Guidebook to Europe, 2004: 1
Norelius, Eric, Pioneer Swedish Settlements & Swedish Lutheran
Churches in America 1845-1860,
1985:2
Norelius, Pelle, (ed.) Sergeanten
Hans Mossberg och hans attlingar,
1993:2
Olin, Karl-Gustav, Vara forsta amerikafarare (History of SwedeFinns in New Sweden), 1989:1
Olsson, N. W, Tracing your Swedish
Ancestry, 1981:1
- and Erik Wiken, Swedish Passenger Arrivals in the United States
1820-1850, 1995:4
Peterson, August, History of the
Swedes Who Settled in Clay County, SD, and their Biographies,
1993:4

Peterson, Julius G., Leafing Out Your
Swedish Family Tree, 1992:1
Rambo, Beverly Nelson, The Rambo
Family Tree: Descendants of Peter Gunnarson Rambo, 1987:4
Randall, Frank Alfred, The Family
of Samuel & Lena Nilsson of
Alsheda Parish, 1986:2
Rabinowitz, Christina Johansson,
and Lisa Werner Carr, ModernDay Vikings: A Practical Guide to
Interacting with the Swedes,
2005:1
Rosvall, Ted, Bernadotteattlingar
(Bernadotte Descendants), 1993:1
Ruhnbro, Rune (ed.) New Sweden in
the New World, 1638-1655, 1989:1
Rygert, Goran, Svenska Arkitekter i
USA 1846-1930, 1996:4
Santesson, Gunnar O.C.H., Slakten
Santesson fran Langaryd, 1984:3
Scott, Franklin D., Sweden: The
Nation's History, 1989:1
Setterdahl, Lilly, Swedes in Moline,
Illinois, 1847-2002, 2004:1
Strom, Rolf, Soldier Sven Planck
Wallpol: Prisoner of War under
Napoleon, 2004:4
Sunset Home Society, Sunset Home.
100 year sof caring, 2005:4
Swanson, Earl R., Swanson Family
History, 1994:3
Tepper, Michael (ed.), Passenger Arrivals at the Port of Baltimore 18201834, 1982:4
- Passenger Arrivals at the Port of
Philadephia 1800-1819, 1986:2
- American Passenger Arrival Records, 1993:2
Triigardh, Kurt G., Slakten Tragardh
fran Kopenhamn, 1987:4
Vassberg, David E., Stockholm on the
Rio Grande, 2004:3
Vegelius, Jan, Den sagenomspunna
slakten, 1987:4
Whyman, Henry C., The Hedstroms
and the Bethel Ship Saga, 1993:2

The Dagmar and Nils
William Olsson
Fellowship
This annual fellowship is designed to help defray costs for one
person doing research for an
extended period of time at the
Center and was established by
Nils William Olsson, a leading
authority in the field ofSwedishAmerican studies, and his wife
Dagmar.
The fellowship, which is in the
amount of $1,500 (taxable income), is open to anyone doing
academic research on any aspect
of Swedish-American history.
It is not intended to be used for
research on a person's individual
family history. We particularly
encourage graduate students and
younger scholars to apply.
The minimum stay required at
the Swenson Center is three
weeks, and the fellowship must
be used within one year of notification.
Anyone interested in applying
for the fellowship should submit
a two- to three-page proposal to
the Swenson Center outlining
the proposed research topic. The
proposal should also include a
current curriculum vitae, as well
as a statement showing how the
resources of the Swenson Center
are appropriate for the particular
project.
The deadline for applications
is May 1, 2005.
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Index to Ancestor Tables
1981-2005
Sorted by first person in table
Alexanderson, David, b. 1894, Gavle,
Gast., Sweden, by Alexanderson,
Earl M. ,1985:3
Anderson, Adolph Gustaf (Gabriel),
b. 1913, Sun Prairie, SD, by Anderson, Margaret Laird, 1986:1
Anderson, Lois Irene, b. 1926, Plymouth Co., IA, by Appleton, Lois
I., 1983:3
Andersson, Barbra-Ann, b. 1937,
Wilmington, DE, by Kerkhof, David, 1997:1
Beckstrom, Janice Eileen, b. 1927,
Moline, IL, by Swanson, Earl R.,
1994:3
Berg, Glen Virgil, b. 1918, Mead, NE,
by Berg, Glen Virgil, 1997:2
Bergendoff, Conrad, b. 1895, Shickley, NE, by Olsson, Nils William,
and Elisabeth Thorsell, 1995:3
Bergman, Ernst Ingmar, b. 1918,
Uppsala, (Uppl., Sweden, by Gunnarsson, Ann-Mari, Bo Lindwall,
and Hakan Skogsjo, 1984:2
Bergstrom, Norman Gustaf, b. 1916,
Ogden, IA, by Bergstrom, Norman
G., 1982:4
Bohman, Loran Kurt, b. 1958, McKeesport, PA, by Bohman, Loran
K., 1983:2
Bong, Richard, b. 1920, Poplar, WI,
by Thorsen, Elisabeth, 2004: 1
Brolander, Glen Earl, b. 1929, Rockford, IL, by Brolander, Glen E.,
1981:4
Carlson, Frank, b. 1893, Buffalo,
Cloud Co., KS, by Thorsell, Elisabeth and Susan Hoppe, 2005:3
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Erickson, Elizabeth, b. 1909, Bisbee,
AZ, by Crabaugh, Janet Humphries, 1989:2
Erickson, Janice Rogene , b. 1943,
Hastings, NE, by Plambeck, Jan
Erick, 1983:2
Ericsson, John , b. 1803, Farnebo,
Va.rm. , Sweden, by Skogsjo, Hakan, 1983:1
Gustafsson, Carolina Charlotta, b.
1833, Heda, bstg., Sweden, by
Hildebrand , Carver Edstrom,
1990:1
Hammerstrom, Lawrence Gustaf, b .
1915, Minneapolis, MN, by Hammerstrom, Lawrence G., 1985:2
Helgerson, Arthur Alfred, b. 1919,
Providence, RI, by Helgerson, Arthur A., 1997:3
Hypse, Elzada Mavia, b. 1911, Wakefield, NE, by Martin, John Orville,
1987:1
Karlberg, Leland Vernon, b. 1921,
Sumner, NE, by Karlberg, Marilee Sue, 1982:3
Larson, Jean A strid Alborn, b. 1941,
St. Paul, MN, by Larson, Jean,
1981:3
Lindholm, Lydia Laurentia, b. 1878,
Glencoe, MN, by Mackey, Vivian,
1987:2
Lundahl, Nancy Jan e, b. 1936,
Flushing, NY, by Lundahl, Lillie
Henrietta, 1996:2
Lundell, Glen William, b. 1951,
Worcester, MA, by Lundell, Glen
William, 1996:1
Lundmark, Andrew (Anders), b.
1886, Gagnef, Dala., Sweden, by
Isaacson, Evelyn, 1982:3

Martin, John Orville, b. 1911, Seattle, WA, by Martin, John Orville,
1987:1
Miller, Ruth Elizabeth, b. 1917,
Maple Ridge, Isanti Co., MN, by
Hammerstrom, Ruth Elizabeth,
1986:2
N elson, John Modig, b. 1939, Milford,
MA, by Nelson, John R., 1996:2
Norell, Arthur Frederick, b. 1894,
Madison, WI, by Nicholas, Beveryl
Norell, 1984:1
Odell, Lori Gay, b. 1955, Moline, IL,
by Odell, Lori Gay, 1983:1
Ohlsson, John Erich Gustav, b. 1909,
Jukkasjarvi, Nobo ., Sweden, by
Ohlsson, John A., and Wayne G
Ohlsson, 1998:4
Olsen (Olsson), Anna, b. 1859, Vransaga, Norway, by Barekman, June
B ., 1988:3
Olson, Helen Anna, b. 1925, St. Paul,
MN, by Weals, Helen Anna Olson,
1985:1
Olson, James John, b. 1938, Granite
Falls, MN, by Olson, James J. ,
1982:2
Peterson, Larry Allen, b. 1940, Des
Moines, IA, by Peterson, Larry Allen, 1993:3
Roos, Bo (Robert) Christian, b. 1871,
Lanna, Uppl., Sweden, by Johnson, Donald Roos , 1991:1
Root, Janet Clara, b. 1941, St. Paul,
MN, by Frye, Janet R. , 1982:1
Scott, Charles William, b. 1925, Sioux
City, IA, by Scott, Joyce M., 1996:1
Soderquist, Elin, b. 1913, Bates, Iron
Co., MI, by Ohlsson, Wayne Gustav, 2000:2
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Solander, Nils August, b. 1877,
Vindeln, Vii.ho., Sweden, by Erickson, James E., 1988A
Stenvall, John F, b. 1907, Rawlings,
WY, by Stenvall, John F., 1986:3
Swanson, Earl Raymond, b. 1921,
Rankin, IL, by Swanson, Earl R.,
1990:1
Swanson, Maxine, b. 1927, Wausa,
Knox Co., NE, by Keenan, Maxine
Swanson, 1990:4
Swanson, Robert Max, b. 1927, Minden, NE, Swanson, Robert Max,
2002:4
Swenson, Carolyn Ruth, b. 1932, Oak
Park, IL, by Gorr, Carolyn Swenson, 1996:2
Tejler, Anders, b. 1920, Philadelphia,
PA, by Tejler, Anders, 1989:3
Turnblad, Christina Nilsson, b. 1861,
Offerdal, Jii.mt., Sweden, by Hammerstrom, Lawrence G., 1994:2
Westfeldt, Mettha Katheryn, b. 1909,
New Orleans, LA, by Westfeldt,
Mettha Katheryn, 1991:1
Willoughby, Mildred Hannah,
b.1912, Rockford, IL, by Hollander,
Mildred Willoughby, 1989: 1

Winblad van Walter, John Robert,
b.1947, St. Paul, MN, Winblad von
Walter, John Robert, 1992:2
Wold, Donald Edward, b. 1941,
Moose Lake, MN, by Wold, Don,
1982:1

24 Famous Swedish
Americans
24 Famous Swedish Americans
and their Ancestors, by Bo Lindvall and others . The Swedish
roots of these and other wellknown people: Buzz Aldrin, AnnMargret, Candice Bergen, Ray
Bradbury, Greta Garbo, Charles
Lindbergh, William Rehnquist,
Carl Sandburg, and more.
This book contains full ancestor tables on their Swedish ancestors, sometimes as far back as
the 1500s. There are family name
and place name indexes. The
book contains a short outline of
Swedish history and information
about records and the recordkeeping system. Hardcover, 24
b/w pictures, 284 pages.
Contact The Federation of
Swedish Genealogical Societies
at <info@genealogi.se> for
more information or try Genline
at www.genlineshop.com/

Various Smaller Indexes
Notes on individuals

The Question

Norwegian Sailor Last Survivor,
1982:4
What Happened to Olof Jonsson?
1983:3
Lost Immigrant Baggage, 1984:2
Long Generations, 1984:3
Death in Paris, 1985:1
Death of Catherine Ahman in Boston, 1985:2
Paulson Photographs, 1986: 1
Information on Swedish Arrivals
Wanted, 1986:3
Who Was Benjamin Suel? 1990:1
AN ote on Olof Arvid Fredrik Drake,
1990:3
Who Was President Zachary Taylor's
Swedish Maid? 1990:3

When Andrew Jackson Helped a
Swedish(?) Tailor, 1990:4
An Early Swedish Letter from Norfolk, VA, 1991:1
Additional Information on Ingeborg
Johannesdatter, 1992:3
Swedish Residents in an Old People's
Home in Chicago, 1995:2
The Old Picture, 2004:1
Nils William Olsson is 95!, 2004:2
The Old Picture, 2004:3
The Old Picture, 2005:1
Spin, Spin, Oh Daughter Mine!,
2005:2
The Old Picture, 2005:2
The Old picture, 2005:3
The Old Picture, 2005:4

The Question Chest, 2004:3
The Question Chest, 2005:1

There is space for more queries to the
Question Chest!
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News from the Swenson
Center

Notes on CD Databases

Notes on Societies

News from the Swenson Center,
1997:2
News from the Swenson Center,
1997:3
Swenson Center News, 1998:1
Swenson Center News, 1998:2
Swenson Center News, 1998:4
Swenson Center News, 1999:1
Swenson Center News, 1999:4
Swenson Center News, 2000:2
Swenson Center News, 2003:3
News from the Swenson Center,
2004:1
News from the Swenson Center,
2004:2
News from the Swenson Center,
2004:3
News from the Swenson Center,
2005 :2
N ews from the Swenson Center,
2005:3
News from the Swenson Center,
2005:4

Swedish Telephon e Book on CD,
1998:1
CD-Emigranten, Update, 1999:1
Svenska Ortnamn (Swedish Place
Names), 1999:2/3
Scandinavian Vital R ecords Index:
Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden, 2002:1
Databasen CD-Emigranten NR 1 &
2 / 2001, 2002:1
Population ofSweden in 1970, 2003:1
Sjofolk (Merchant seamen), 2003:1
Gamla Stan under 700 ar (Old Town
Stockholm), 2003:1
Begravda i Stockholm (Buried in
Stockholm), 2003:1
The 1890 Swedish Census on CD,
2003:4
Population ofSweden in 1980, 2004:3
Emibas -A Great New Tool, 2005:3
Two interesting CD:s, 2005:4

Bishop Hill Society Formed in Sweden, 1991:2
Swedish Genealogical Groups Affiliated with The Swedish Federation of Genealogical Societies ,
1994:4
Roster of Genealogical Societies in
Sweden, 1995:4

Notes on Books, Maps,
and Other Sources
Ashtabula (OH) Nat ur ali zations
Available, 1983:1
Milwaukee Naturalization Records,
1983:3
Genealogical Quilt at Vesterheim
Museum, 1984:3
Detailed Map of Skaraborgs Zan to
be Published, 1986:3
Swedish Parish Records 300 Years
Old, 1986:3
Additional on the IGI, 1987:3
Additional on "The Swedes in Illinois," 1988:2
Passenger Lists of Arrivals at Ellis
Island 1892-1954 to be Made
Available, 1989:1
The Legacy of New Sweden. Swedish
and Finnish Sites in North America 1638-1787, 1989:1
Charles XII in America (a play),
1990:4
What Happened to John Asplund's
New Collections, 1990:4
Tombstones in the Swedish Cemetery, Thompson, CT, 1991:2
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Notes of Records,
Archives, and
Conferences
Jonkoping Genealogical Seminar,
1983:3
Genealogical Research in Skaraborg
County, 1984: 1
Conference at the University of Delaware, 1987:3
Ockelbo Opens Emigrant Register,
1988:3
Ninth Annual Swedish American
Genealogist Workshop, Salt Lake
City, Utah, 24-31 October 1999,
1999:2/3
Eleventh Annual SAG Workshop Salt Lake City, Utah, 2001:2
Swedes in Canada: A Project to Research and Write a History of
Swedes in Canada, 2002:1
The Swedish Archives: Vadstena ,
2004:1
The Swedes in Canada, 2004:2
The Swedish Archives: Arninge,
2004:2
New Genealogical Center in Stockholm Area, 2004:4
Archives of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, 2005:1
The Swedish Archives: Leksand,
2005:2

Bible Inscriptions
Swedish Bible Records,1981:2
Swedish Bible Records,1982:2
Swedish Bible Records,1982:3
Bishop Hill Bible Inscription, 1983:2
A Swedish Bible Inscription, 1984: 1
A Swedish Bible In scription in
Esthonia, 1984:2
Bible Inscriptions, 1988:3
A Bible Inscription from Dalarna,
1989:4
A Swedish Bible Inscription, 1990:2
A Swedish Bible Inscription, 1990:2
A Swedish Bible Inscription, 1990:3
A Swedish Bible Inscription, 1990:3
A Swedish Bible Inscription, 1990:4
A Swedish Bible Inscription, 1991:3

Obituaries
Brolander, Glen E., L awrence J.
Plym 1906-1993, 1993:2
Blanck, Dag, Lars Ljungmark 19272005, 2005:4
Hedblom, Margaretha, Erik Wiken
1905-1998, 1998:3
Hay es, Paul G., Edward James
Nelander 1855-1915, 1998:3
Olsson, Nils William, Rolf H. Erickson 1940-1992, 1992:4
- Gerhard Brandt Nmseth 19131994, 1994:3
- Raymond E . Lindgren 1913-1995,
1995:1
- Carl-Erik Johansson 1917-2000,
2000:2
Scott, Franklin D., Nels Hokanson
(1885-1978), 1983:1
- Emil Ty<len (1865-1951), 1983:2
Thorsell, Elisabeth, Phyllis J. Pladsen, (1932-2004), 2004:2
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Abbreviations
Table 1. Abbreviations for Swedish provinces (landskap) used by Swedish American Genealogist (as of March

2000) and Sveriges Slaktforskarforb und (the Federation of Swedish Genealogical Societies, Stockholm [SSF]).

Landskap
(Province)

SAG& SSF
Abbr.

Landskap
(Province)

SAG & SSF
Abbr.

Blekinge
Bohuslan
Dalarna
Dalsland
Gotland
Gastrikland
Halland
Halsingland
Harj edalen
Jamtland
Lappland
Medelpad
Norrbotten

Blek.
Bohu.
Dala.
Dals.
Gotl.
Gast.
Hall.
Hals.
Harj.
Jamt.
Lapp.
Mede.
Nobo.

Narke
Skane
Smaland
Sodermanland
Uppland
Varmland
Vasterbotten
V astergotland
Vastmanland
Angermanland
Oland
Ostergotland

Nark.
Skan.
Smal.
Sodm .
Uppl.
Vann.
Vabo.
Vago.
Vasm.
Ange.
Oland
Ostg.

Table 2. Abbreviations and codes for Swedish counties (Ian) formerly used by Swedish American Genealogist
( 198 1-1999) and currently used by Statistiska centralbyran (SCB) (the Central Bureau of Statistics, Stockholm).

Lan
(County)

SAG
Abbr.

SCB
Abbr.

SCB
Code

Lan
(County)

SAG
Abbr.

SCB
Abbr.

SCB
Code

Blekinge
Dalarna"
Gotland
Gavleborg
Halland
Jamtland
Jonkoping
Kalmar
Kronoberg
Norrbotten
Skaneb

Blek.

Blek.
Dlrn.
Gotl.
Gavl.
Hall.
Jmtl.
Jkpg.
Kalm.
Kron.
Nbtn.
Skan.

K

Stockholm
Sodermanland
Uppsala
Varmland
Vasterbotten
Vasternorrland
Vastmanland
Vastra Gotaland<
Orebro
Ostergotland

Stock.
Sod.
Upps.
Vann.
Vbn.
Vn.
Vast.

Sthm.
Sodm.
Upps.
Vrml.
Vbtn.
Vnrl.
Vstm.
Vgot.
Oreb.
Ostg.

AB
D
C

Gotl.
Gavl.
Hall.
Jamt.
Jon.
Kalm.
Kron.
Norr.

w
I
X
N

z
F
H
G
BD
M

Ore.

bg.

s
AC
y

u
0
T
E

Ian.
b includes the former counties (Ian) of Malmohus (Malm. ; M) and Kristianstad (Krist.; L).
c includes the former counties (Ian) of Goteborg and Bohus (Got. ; 0 ), Skaraborg (Skar.; R), and Alvsborg
(Alvs.; P).
a formerly Kopparberg (Kopp. ; W)

Lappland

The counties (Zan) as they were before 1991.

The provinces (landskap)

